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Intensive and task-oriented gait rehabilitation has shown to improve walking 
function of stroke patients.  However, the access to present rehabilitation 
devices is limited to tertiary rehabilitation centers due to their size and cost. In 
addition, their fixed trajectory based control method limits the effectiveness of 
training.  This thesis attempts to address these issues, and proposes an 
effective control method for intuitive assistance of an assistive device. 
In this work, we present a development and control methodology of a lower 
extremity assistive device for home rehabilitation and assistance in Activities 
of Daily Living (ADL).  To begin, a survey of recent works in the field of 
lower limb exoskeleton was done.  Then, a list of considerations for a 
wearable assistive is discussed before a portable wearable assistive device, 
called Lower Extremity Assistive Device (LEAD), is developed and 
presented.   
Next, we proposed and justified the need for two different assistance 
controllers, namely gravity compensation and gait period based assistance, for 
two different classes of motion tasks, viz.: transient and cyclic, respectively.  
For the gravity compensation assistance, a method of assistance based on a 
simplified human model is presented.  Experiments on the LEAD found that it 
could significantly reduce the muscle effort required for transient tasks.  In 
gait period assistance, a method of functional assistance based on gait period 
recognition is investigated.  The gait cycle is examined and sub-divided based 
on their intend function.  To determine the current gait period of the user, a 
gait period detector which utilizes Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) is 
proposed.  The GMM is used to characterize the probability of the user in each 
of the sub-divided gait period based on the biomechanical data of the user.  
Assistance is then supplied based on the intended function at each gait period.  
Experimental results show that the gait period detector could effectively detect 
each gait period.  Moreover, experiments with the implementation of 
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functional assistive force in conjunction with the gait period detector shows 
that it could significantly reduce physical exertion during level walking.   
Finally, in order to switch to the appropriate assistance mode for a given 
motion task, a supervisory controller to determine the intended motion of the 
user in real-time called the Motion Intent Classifier is proposed.  It uses a 
series of GMM classifiers and a state transition diagram to detect the user’s 
motion. Results of this proposed method has been shown to be capable of 
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1.1. Background and Motivation 
Impaired walking function is an important cause of functional disability and 
morbidity after stroke, affecting nearly two thirds of stroke survivors [1]. It is 
found to correlate with inpatient length of stay for both acute and 
rehabilitation hospitalization [2]. Moreover, it increases the burden of care and 
correlates with the rate of readmission to hospital and long-term 
institutionalization [3, 4]. This also results in long term complications such as 
falls, osteoporosis, contractures, depression and cardiovascular complications. 
To improve walking function after stroke, mobility interventions in the form 
of continuous high intensity, task-oriented rehabilitation have shown to 
improve walking distance and speed of patients, particularly for those with 
moderate walking deficits [5, 6]. However, conventional gait training is a 
highly repetitive, labor-intensive task that requires up to three therapists to 
manually assist the legs and torso of a patient performing the training. As a 
result, these trainings are typically limited to 20-30 minutes for each session 
due to therapist fatigue, which limits the training intensity and frequency for 
patients.  Furthermore, repeatability of these training sessions is also poor, as 
assistance level differs between therapists. 
Robotic gait trainers are seen as a solution to relieve the therapists of the 
manual labor required during manual treadmill training. And in the recent 
years, there has been a significant increase in research and development in the 
area of lower extremity exoskeletons. Robotic gait trainers can be broadly 




Non-portable devices are normally designed for automated gait training on a 
treadmill, such as the Auto-Ambulator [7],  POGO [8], Lokomat [9, 10], 
LOPES [11] and ALEX [12, 13]. They will be covered in detail in the 
following chapter. In general, these devices allow gait training to be 
administered to severely affected patients as they often incorporate a body-
weight support system to provide postural stability. They have been shown to 
be effective in improving outcomes of gait training in stroke subjects, as 
compared to conventional gait training [14]. However, access to these devices 
is limited to hospitals due to their high cost, huge size and non-portability.  
On the other hand, portable devices are light-weight and wearable devices. A 
portable rehabilitation system which can be taken home to assist with gait 
training would be advantages for stroke patients. Current portable devices 
available such as the HAL [15], BLEEX [16] and Rewalk [4, 17] will be 
covered in detail in the next chapter. Generally, these devices serve to 
augment the user’s strength or to enable mobility for paraplegic individuals.  
Apart from the technical difficulties to realize these portable devices, one of 
the main challenges is the method of control as we can see in the next chapter. 
It must be able to provide an assistive force that is coherent with the intended 
motion of the user. Furthermore, this must be done in real-time. In addition, 
not all of the existing method of control is suitable for users suffering from 
stroke. At present, most of the devices move the patient through a fixed 
trajectory. Hence, there is no cycle-to-cycle variation in the kinematics and 
sensorimotor feedback which may impair motor learning [18].  Furthermore, 
in a home-based environment, the device must allow autonomy in motion for 
the user so as to assist in a range of motion commonly required for the lower 
extremity during activities of daily living (ADL), such as walking and sit to 
stand transfer.  
Therefore, developing a portable assistive device with an effective control 
method that simultaneously provides user autonomy and appropriate 
assistance during gait rehabilitation and ADL remains an elusive task. 
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1.2. Objective and Scope  
Based on the survey, which will be detailed in Chapter 2, numerous lower 
extremity exoskeletons have been developed. However, there are still some 
challenges to be resolved: 
 A gait training device is required, that is inexpensive, light-weight and 
wearable such that more people may benefit. It would be good if the 
system is portable and easy to put on and operate, such that it can be 
taken home to facilitate active gait rehabilitation exercises at home. 
 
 Current control methods for these devices may not be suitable for 
stroke patients. As mentioned, most commercially available device are 
robot driven, meaning the device move the patient’s limb through a 
fixed trajectory. As a result, the patient lacks active participation which 
was found to have detrimental effects on the rehabilitation process 
[18]. On the other end of the spectrum, we have control methods which 
are entirely user driven, whereby the robot take up the passive role and 
merely follows the user’s movement. However, these methods are 
unable to provide assistance to the patient. Therefore, a control method 
remains to be found, where assistance is only provide when needed.  
 
 While some commercial exoskeleton systems have demonstrated the 
ability for intuitive and autonomous control of their device. To our 
knowledge, their methods were not published in the literature. Thus, a 
method of intention detection that can allow intuitive use of such 
devices is needed. 
 
The objectives of this research are to: 
 Develop a portable, light weight and wearable assistive device for the 
lower limb. It should be adjustable to fit to different users and it should 
be able to deliver a significant assistive torque to assist human in 
motion. The user should be able to move comfortably, with minimal 
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hindrance while wearing the device. Most importantly, the device 
should be safe to use with a range of motion not exceeding that of the 
user’s.  
 
 Develop a control method capable of assisting in gait rehabilitations 
and ADLs. The control method should allow user autonomy, and 
provide torque that assist and not encumber the intended motion of the 
user. It should be able to assist in a range of motion commonly 
required for the lower extremity during activities of daily living 
(ADL). Moreover, it should be intuitive to use such that new users 
require little or no training to operate.  
1.3. Thesis Contribution 
The contributions of this thesis are as follows:  
 The development of a portable, light-weight lower extremity assistive 
device. 
 
 The identification of friction parameters and implementation of a feed-
forward friction compensation for the assistive device to increase 
transparency. That is, the device should not hinder the wearer’s 
motion. 
 
 The establishment of a task assistance scheme with a proposed gravity 
compensation scheme based on a simplified human model.  
 
 The development of a gait period detector which utilizes Gaussian 
Mixture Models (GMM) to recognize the current gait period of the 
user in real-time. 
 
 The establishment of walking assistance with virtual impedance-based 




 The development of a supervisory controller for real-time motion 
intention detection to allow intuitive control of the assistive device. 
1.4. Thesis Organization 
This thesis is organized as follows: 
Chapter 2 gives a literature review of the exoskeleton research which is 
relevant to this thesis. The control strategies used by these exoskeletons are 
then classified into different categories and discussed.  
Chapter 3 concerns the development of a wearable assistive device. Firstly, 
the considerations used in the developing process of a wearable assistive 
device are discussed. Next, the finalized mechanical structure and electronic 
architecture of the assistive device is presented. Lastly, a method of friction 
compensation is presented and the result of implementation is shown.  
Chapter 4 proposes and justifies the need for two different method of 
assistance for different type of motion class, namely gravity compensated and 
period of gait assistance. Detailed description for each method is presented. 
And the effectiveness of each assistance method is verified by actual 
experimental results.  
Chapter 5 proposes an algorithm to determine the intended motion of the user 
in real-time in order to switch to the appropriate assistance mode. A 
comprehensive description of the proposed method is given. From the 
implementation results, the feasibility and effectiveness of the proposed 
method is discussed.  
Chapter 6 concludes the work done in this thesis and provides 






Over the last decade, there has been a significant increase in the research and 
development of exoskeleton devices across the globe. An exoskeleton is 
defined as an actuated device with an anthropomorphic configuration which 
could be attached externally to the limbs. They are typically designed to 
provide interaction forces that assist the user, be it for rehabilitation or for 
strength augmentation purposes.  
Since the thesis only focuses on the lower extremities, this chapter will present 
the background information and a brief review of the works done in the field 
of lower extremities exoskeleton research. In terms of hardware, they can be 
classified according to the portability of the device, with each device being 
either portable or non-portable. A comprehensive survey on portable lower-
extremity exoskeletons and active orthoses was done in [19]. The following 
review serves to supplement the author with an updated survey in the field of 
portable lower-extremity exoskeletons as well as to familiarize the author in 
the development of non-portable lower-extremity exoskeletons which are 
mainly used in gait rehabilitation. The list is not exhaustive, for the number of 
assistive robots for lower extremities has grown exponentially over the last 
few years. And this review will only focus on the more prominent 
developments in the field.  
The last section will attempt to classify and discuss the feasibility of the 
various control strategies employed on these devices for our purpose.  
2.1 Lower Extremity Exoskeleton Research 
2.1.1 Rehabilitation or Mobility 
This category of exoskeleton is designed to aid patients with lower extremity 
paralysis or weakness due to spinal cord injury (SCI) or neurological disease 
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in their daily locomotion activities. While others are primarily developed for 
automated gait training on a treadmill for rehabilitative purposes. 
 
 
Figure 2.1: Non-portable exoskeleton for gait training, namely ALEX by Uni. of Delaware, USA (left), 
Lokomat by Hocoma, Switzerland (Centre), and LOPES by Uni. Of Twente, Netherlands (Right) 
Lower limb exoskeletons for rehabilitation (Fig. 2.1) are often non-portable 
devices combined with a treadmill and a body-weight support system for 
automated gait training. These devices are designed to allow severely impaired 
patients to engage in gait therapy.  
Some of the commercially available devices for this non-portable class of 
exoskeleton are the Lokomat [9, 10] and Autoambulator [7]. Others devices 
developed for research include the ALEX (Active Leg EXoskeleton) [12], 
POGO (Pneumatically Operated Gait Orthosis) [8] and LOPES (Lower 
Extremity Powered Exoskeleton) [11]. These devices will be reviewed shortly 
with the exception of the Autoambulator as no scientific publication could be 
found on this device according to our knowledge.   
The Lokomat, developed by Hocoma, consist of a body weight support system 
with an exoskeleton with actuation at the hip and knee joints in the sagittal 
plane. The ankles are held up by passive straps to prevent them from hitting 
the ground during swing. During gait training, the patient is generally made to 
follow a predetermined gait trajectory repetitively. Thus, in earlier version of 
Lokomat, the patient limbs are forced to strictly follow the predetermined path 
under position control and the human will have little influence over the 
trajectory of the exoskeleton. However, a robot driven patient will not 
experience cycle-to-cycle variation in the kinematics and sensorimotor 
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feedback.  This may cause habituation to sensory input, reduce sensory 
responses to weight-bearing locomotion and ultimately impair motor learning 
[18]. Therefore, newer generation of Lokomat, and other rehabilitation robots, 
aim to achieve an Assist-As-Needed (AAN) system. Later generations of 
Lokomat implemented impedance control [20], as depicted in Fig. 2.2, in 
order to realize an AAN control scheme [9]. It is done with the help of 
multiple force sensors at user attachment points to detect the interaction forces 
between the user and the Lokomat.  
 
Figure 2.2: An example of impedance control architecture for Lokomat [9] 
The ALEX is developed by the University of Delaware. ALEX’s hardware 
closely resembles that of the Lokomat, with the exception of force sensor at 
every actuated joint for the ALEX. This enables the ALEX to perform force 
control at the joint level. To achieve the ANN paradigm, it utilizes a force 
field method to create the virtual tunnel to guide the patient’s gait trajectory to 
follow a predetermined gait pattern rather than enforcing the patient to strictly 
follow the path. This ‘softer’ approach encourages more patient cooperation 
during rehabilitation, and improvement have been observed in stroke patients 
who had participated in their gait training studies [21].  
The major difference of the POGO and LOPES as compared to the Lokomat 
and ALEX is that they incorporated compliant actuators into their joint design 
with low intrinsic impedance in order to enhance their force tracking 
performance and safety in human-robot interaction. In the modulation of the 
robot’s impedance using feedback from force sensors, there is a limit to the 
amount of inertia reduction which can be achieved without the risk of coupled 
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instability [22]. The residual inertia may create large interaction forces 
between the human and the robot which will affect dynamic gait motion. The 
POGO utilizes pneumatic actuators to actuate the hip and knee in flexion and 
extension. On the other hand, the LOPES uses Series Elastic Actuators (SEA), 
a concept first introduced in [23], to enhance back-drivability of the system 
whereby the desired impedance of the system is set to zero for the subject to 
move with minimal hindrance from the robot. Electromyography (EMG) 
measurements of a subject on eight leg muscles showed that free walking in 
the LOPES closely resembles that of free treadmill walking [11]. This 
indicates that the impedance of the LOPES is sufficiently low to not adversely 
change the gait pattern of an individual attached to the device. 
 
Figure 2.3: From Left, ReWalk by Argo Medical technologies, Israel; Esko by Berkeley Bionics, USA; 
REX by Rexbionics , New Zealand; and SUBAR by the University of Sogang, South Korea 
Lower limb exoskeleton for mobility (Fig. 2.3) is generally built to aid 
disabled patients or those suffering from general weakness, namely 
paraplegics and the elderly, to go about and perform their daily walking 
activities.  
The main objective of the Rewalk [4, 17] developed by Argo Medical 
Technologies, Israel, , the Vanderbilt exoskeleton [24] by Vanderbilt 
University, USA and the Esko [14] by Berkeley Bionics which is now known 
as Esko Bionics, USA, is to enable paraplegic users to walk again. The user 
balances through the use of crutches. Using an array of the sensors 
information from the exoskeleton itself and the crutches, the device estimates 
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the user’s intention and executes the gait pattern stored for the particular mode 
of operation (such as walking, stairs-climbing and sitting). However, the 
method of user’s intention detection is not known to the public since they are 
commercial products. Rewalk uses highly geared DC motors to actuate the hip 
and the knee joints, while ESKO uses hydraulic actuation on similar joints.  
REX [15] developed by Rexbonics in New Zealand, allows the paraplegic user 
to stand and walk without the use of crutches or other supports. User 
commands the motion of the exoskeleton using a joystick, and REX executes a 
gait trajectory in that direction. A balancing algorithm ensures that the device 
and the patient remain stable during the entire motion. However, as it is a 
commercial device, the method of balancing is not made public.  
The SUBAR (Sogang University Biomedical Assistive Robot) [25] developed 
by the University of Sogang, South Korea, is designed for assisting people 
with severe impairments. It uses a rotary SEA to generate sufficiently high 
torque at low levels of impedance. It has exhibit good force tracking 
performance, but higher level algorithms to determine assistive torques are 
still under development as of 2013.  
2.1.2 Strength Augmentation 
This class of exoskeletons is commonly portable device which assists the user 
by augmenting the joint torque and work to complete a specific task, e.g. stairs 
ascend. They can be used with patients with weaken legs, like the elderly, or 





Figure 2.4: Power Assist Suit developed by the Kanagawa Institute of Technology [26] (left) and HAL 5 
by Cyberdyne [27] (right) 
One such exoskeleton design is the Power Assist Suit (Fig. 2.4) developed by 
the Kanagawa Institute of Technology. It is developed to aid nursing personnel 
in carrying patients by providing assistive torque at the elbow, waist and knee 
joints. The user intended torque is measured by a novel muscle hardness 
sensor.  The assistive torque is derived from the intended torque, which is then 
given to the joint by regulating the pressure of the pneumatic actuators [26].   
The Hybrid Assistive Leg (HAL) jointly developed by the University of 
Tsukuba and Cyberdyne (Fig. 2.4) to aid elderly or weaken patient to walk. It 
has also demonstrated the capability to increase the strength of an abled-body 
individual. The HAL uses DC motor with harmonic drive to power the 
movement of the hip and knee joints. For control, the HAL system uses skin-
surface electromyography (EMG) signals and joint encoders to determine the 
intended user’s torque.  The EMG readings of the antagonistic muscles across 
a joint and the kinematic information of the user’s limb are fed into a muscle 
model of the particular user to generate the estimated torque [28]. Parameters 
of the muscle model have to be predetermined over multiple trials which 
would take extended period of time. Hence, HAL reportedly needs 2 months 
to be optimally calibrated for an individual [27]. In the recent years, some 
research efforts towards intent based detection using the user’s kinetic and 
kinematic information have been made. HAL utilizes a phase sequence 
approach which assumes sequential motion of the user and infers the transition 
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to the next motion state based on joint angles and ground reaction force (GRF) 
information [29]. They have shown it effectiveness in sit-to-stand and stand-
to-sit transfers [29], and in supporting walking [30]. However, transition 
between walking motion to other motion states is not addressed. Current 
developments of the HAL are not made public due to the commercialization of 
HAL-5.  
 
Figure 2.5: The Lower Extremity Exoskeleton (LEE) from Nanyang Technological University [31] (left) 
and Under-actuated exoskeleton with passive elements, MIT Biomechatronics [32] (right) 
The Lower Extremity Exoskeleton (LEE) from Nanyang Technological 
University, Singapore, is designed to aid soldiers in load carrying (Fig. 2.5). 
The LEE uses position controller DC motors for actuation. To track the 
trajectory of the user, the exoskeleton utilizes a master and slave type of 
control which is traditionally used in tele-robotics. An inner exoskeleton 
equipped with encoders will capture the joint information of the user and 
feedback the command position to the actuators of the outer exoskeleton [31]. 
To ensure that the exoskeleton can remain stable, a zero-moment point (ZMP) 
controller is applied to provide postural stability. This is achieved by shifting 
the position of the trunk in order to change the position of the ZMP of the 
exoskeleton such that the combined ZMP of the human and exoskeleton 
system remains within the support polygon.  
MIT Biomechatronics labs developed an under-actuated quasi-passive 
exoskeleton that supports the weight of the payload (Fig. 2.5). It utilizes 
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elastic spring at the hip and ankle joints to store energy during negative work 
phase of the gait and releases the stored energy during the positive work phase 
of the gait [32]. In addition, a variable damper at the knee joint is controlled to 
dissipate energy at appropriate times during level walking. During operation, 
this system reportedly consumes only 2 W of power input which is mainly 
used for the control of the variable damper. Later version includes an actuated 
hip joint to actively assist in leg swing. The control of this device is achieved 
by detecting the phase of the gait by means of joint sensors and ground 
reaction force sensors, before appropriate assistive action is applied at each 
joint. 
 
Figure 2.6: XOS 1 (left) and XOS 2 (right) developed by Raytheon Sarcos, USA [33] 
The XOS developed by Raytheon Sarcos, USA, is a full body pseudo 
anthropomorphic exoskeleton, designed to increase human strength and load 
carrying capability of a soldier (Fig. 2.6). It uses rotary force controlled 
hydraulic actuators to power each joints and load cells as force sensors at the 
end effectors [33]. It has been shown that an individual can carry a 90 kg load 
with ease while wearing the XOS. In a later version, the XOS 2, energy 
efficiency of the device was improved by 50% with a help of a dual pressure 
system.  The exoskeleton controller aims to track the actuator output force to 
the measured human-robot interaction force by a force amplification factor. It 
has shown that through this force-based feedback control, a scaled version of 
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the effective mass, disturbance and viscous forces can be felt by the user, 
depending on the force amplification factor.   
 
Figure 2.7: BLEEX by University of California, Berkeley [16] (left) and HULC by Berkeley Bionics 
[34] (right) 
The Berkeley Lower Extremity Exoskeleton (BLEEX) developed by 
University of California, Berkeley, is designed to increase human weight 
carrying capability (Fig. 2.7). The system is actuated by force controlled linear 
hydraulic pistons [16]. Berkeley Bionics was setup as a spinoff company to 
further develop BLEEX. The same company is also involved in the 
development of the Esko mentioned earlier. Its latest exoskeleton, the Human 
Universal Load Carrier (HULC) is able to carry 200 Ibs over an extended 
period of time. To control the device, an inverse dynamics model of the 
system is used to calculate the human-robot interaction force [35]. With the 
interaction force, the controller, similar to the XOS’s, will attempt to track the 
actuator output force to the measured human-robot interaction force by a force 
amplification factor, thereby increasing the sensitivity of the robot link. The 
main advantage of the BLEEX method of control over the XOS is that the user 
can interact with any arbitrary part of the link, thereby increasing the 
maneuverability of the user. However, this method is not without its 
disadvantages.  Being heavily model based means a relatively accurate 




Figure 2.8 Honda's Stride Management Assist Device [36] (left) and Walking Assistance Device [37] 
(right) 
Recently, Honda had developed two devices aimed to aid elderly in walking. It 
was reported that they could be used by healthy individuals to increase their 
endurance in prolong walking or squatting task as well. They are namely the 
stride management assist device and the walking assistance device as shown in 
Fig 2.8. 
The stride management assist device [36] is designed to assist the user in hip 
flexion and extension during walking. This helps to lengthen stride length, 
hence making it easier for the user to cover a longer distance within a given 
time. It is light weight device designed to be worn at the hips of the user. The 
assistive force provided by two brushless DC motor at each side of the hip is 
controlled by a network of adaptive oscillators that entrains to the user’s gait 
frequency. The complex network of oscillators is required to minimize 
undesirable interaction forces during synchronization, and maximize 
assistance force once synchronization is achieved. 
The walking assistance device [37] is designed to relieve the load on the user’s 
legs to reduce physical exertion and fatigue. It is only actuated at the knee 
joints and a special mechanism helps maintain the stability of the sit during 
motion. According to their patent [38], the lifting force of each leg of the 
device is controlled such that the sum of both supporting force, measured by a 
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load cell at each link, is equal to a pre-defined target lifting force. It has 
demonstrated capability in assisting walking, crouching and stairs ascending 
of the user.  
2.2 Classification of Control Methods  
From the review of lower extremity exoskeleton research in the previous 
section, one could see the wide diversity in designs and control methods used. 
Several of the exoskeleton systems are commercialized products; hence their 
detailed method of control and effectiveness remains unknown to the 
literature.  
Given that we are interested in designing a control method that will provide 
the user with intuitive assistance in ADLs and gait rehabilitation process, a 
detail survey of the existing control strategies and an evaluation of how they 
might benefit our device needs to be done. Results of control methods 
employed in upper arm rehabilitation robotics and other passive or simple leg 
orthosis device will also be looked into for their valuable insights. 
A possible method of classification of the control methods for these devices 
could be based on the level of motion autonomy it provides the user as shown 
in Fig 2.9. Autonomy in this context is defined as the ability of the user to 
control the movement of the exoskeleton device. On one end of the spectrum, 
we have full autonomy which means that the motion of the system is entirely 
driven by the user. While on the other end of the spectrum, we have no 
autonomy which means that the motion of the system is entirely device driven 
and the user will have no influence on its motion.  
 
Figure 2.9 Control method depending on the level of autonomy in the system 
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2.2.1 Force Amplification  
Robotic force control is a well-studied field [39] which aims to maintain a 
constant force level between a robot and the environment. When applied to an 
exoskeleton, the goal of the controller is to maintain minimal interaction force 
between the robot and the user. It is utilized by the XOS, BLEEX and HULC. 
In this way, the mechanical impedance of the robot is minimize from the point 
of view of the user [40]. As the result, the device shadows the movement of 
the user such that the user feels minimum hindrance.  
This type of control provides the user with full autonomy in motion. However, 
it assumes the user is capable of performing the intended motion and merely 
tracks the motion. From the point of view of the user, the device does not 
assist his free motion. The assistance is only felt in the form of reduced effort 
in carrying or manipulating an external object.  
As it lacks the ability to provide assistance in free motion, this control method 
is deemed to be unsuitable for assisting a stroke patient in rehabilitation or 
ADLs. 
2.2.2 Master and Slave 
Master and slave control is traditionally used in tele-robotics [41] to mimic the 
movement of the operator. In the case of LEE and the Hardiman [42], the 
exoskeleton is controlled to track the position of the user which is measured 
via a wearable motion capture system. Position tracking could be performed in 
the joint space or operation space. Nonetheless, similar to the force 
amplification approach, this configuration assumes the user is capable of 
performing the intended motion without assistance.  
While it may seem that this method of control may not be suitable for our 
purpose, master and slave control method has been prevalent in upper limb 
rehabilitation, in the form of motion mirroring [43], with promising results. 
However, for application to lower limb devices, the mirroring process will 
have to be more complex than direct one to one mirroring [44]. A higher-level 
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supervisory controller is required to recognize if the current motion requires 
lower limbs movement to be in phase or in anti-phase.  
2.2.3 Gravity Compensation 
In robotics, gravity compensation is a method by which the gravity loading on 
each joint of the robot is calculated and the torque at each joint is controlled to 
account for these effects. When applied to an exoskeleton system, this control 
method attempts to nullify the effects of gravity on the user, thus relieving the 
user the effort to work against the gravity. Usually, gravity compensation is 
done in the form of either a body weight support or a limb support as 
discussed below.  
Body weight support is commonly achieved with the user being mechanically 
supported by a harness that is linked to a counter-balance weight via a rope 
[45]. The Honda’s walking assistance device mentioned in the previous 
section provides gravity assisting force on the body in a compact design. This 
relieves the legs of a portion of load bearing during stance phase for say stairs 
ascending.   
For limb support, passive gravity-balanced device for upper limb 
rehabilitation, such as the WREX [46, 47], have shown that it could benefit 
patients in motor learning capability. Inspired by the results from upper limb 
rehabilitation, Banala et al. [48] had developed a passive lower limb orthotic 
device which is able to negate the effects of gravity during swing phase. They 
are able to show reduce muscle effort in static position task and increase range 
of motion at the hip and knee joints of a stroke patient.  
Since no desired trajectory is enforced on the user, gravity compensation 
allows the user to have full autonomy. The user can move freely under his 
control, while the device merely provides necessary assistive force to partially 
or completely negate the effects of gravity on the user. This form of assistance 
is reasonable in upper limb tasks, such as pick and place, where alleviating the 
arms gravitational burden allows point to point movement in ones’ workspace 
with less effort. However, gravity plays an important in the pendular exchange 
of energy during human walking [49]. The human gait exploits the effects of 
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gravity in some parts of the gait, for example during limb deceleration before 
heel strike.  Hence, a sole gravity balancing controller may not be suitable to 
assist the entire gait cycle.  
2.2.4 EMG based 
There are two main types of EMG based controllers, namely using EMG for 
direct amplification and using EMG as a motion initiation. In direct 
amplification, EMG signal is used to predict intended joint torque of the user 
[50]. It offers the user full control of the device since the user can control each 
joint as long as a relationship between the major muscles and joint of interest 
is established. Moreover, it is able to predict motion intent and provide the 
necessary assistive torque before the actual motion. Thus, it is attractive to 
stroke or weaken patients who do not have the capability to move without 
assistance.  
However, this method is not without its drawbacks. Firstly, acquiring the 
relationship between joint torque and EMG signal is non-trivial. To get an 
accurate estimate of joint torque, all major muscles that involved in the joint 
motion needs to be taken into account. While some muscles are superficial, 
some muscles are deeper, requiring the need of intra-muscular electrodes. In 
addition, moment arms of each muscle and its variation with flexion angle will 
have to be determined. Furthermore, EMG signals do not reveal of the torque 
contributed by the passive elements of the muscle, so a mechanical muscle 
model is required for every involved muscle [51]. Lastly, the noisy and time-
varying nature of the EMG signals makes signal conditioning task difficult. In 
[52], developers of HAL find this method of control to be uncomfortable to 
the user. 
The use of EMG as motion initiation usually involves the monitoring of 
muscle activity to a predetermined threshold level. A predetermined motion or 
assistive force will be executed once the threshold condition is met [53]. It 
offers less autonomy as compared to the previous EMG based method, since 
the user will have little or no control over the prescribed task once it is 
triggered. However, it is simple and achieves the objective of increasing 
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patient involvement during training. In upper arm rehabilitation, significant 
reduction in arm spasticity  is observed with patient under EMG triggered 
robot assistance [54]. Spasticity is a neurological condition causing an 
abnormal increase in muscle tone due to excessive contraction of the muscles 
that occurs when the muscle is stretched. Excessive spasticity limits the 
frequency and intensity of rehabilitative exercises that could be administered.  
2.2.5 Phase of Gait 
This control method employs a mean to estimate the intended motion of the 
user based on the sensor data. It aims to inject an appropriate amount of force 
in the correct direction that will be assistive to the user during that particular 
phase of motion. The Honda’s stride management assist, HAL and MIT’s 
exoskeleton are examples of systems using this class of controller. Some uses 
adaptive oscillators, while others utilize kinematic thresholds to achieve a 
synchronized assistive force. The user may not have full autonomy over the 
system as their limbs are forced by the device to complete a predefined gait 
sub-task. However, some autonomy comes in the form of self-initiated motion.  
HAL utilizes a phase sequence approach which assumes sequential motion of 
the user and infers the transition to the next motion state based on joint angles 
and ground reaction force (GRF) information [29]. They have shown to lower 
muscle activations of the knee flexors during sit-to-stand and stand-to-sit 
transfers [29], and the hip flexors and extenders during walking [30]. 
Similarly, MIT’s exoskeleton addresses a level walking task. However, 
transition between walking motion to other motion states is not addressed. 
Hence, autonomy of user motion is limited to within the predefined motion 
state.  
Commercial lower limb exoskeletons for mobility have shown their 
effectiveness in assisting paraplegics to perform daily locomotion task. From 
demonstrations, they are able to detect the motion intention of the user and aid 
the user in the desired motion task. However, the techniques involved are not 
disclosed in the literature.  
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2.2.6 Manual Control 
An example of a manual control scheme would be the REX. A joystick at the 
side of the arm allows the user to control the movement of the REX and to 
switch to other motion modes. Johnson et al. [55] proposed an interesting 
approach of manual control by tracking a corresponding finger joint angle to a 
corresponding leg joint angle.  However, manual control method is still not 
intuitive and requires constant conscious control by the user.  
2.2.7 Others 
Fixed trajectory controller, like the earlier versions of Lokomat and 
Autoambulator, are positioned control to move the user’s limb over a 
predetermined gait trajectory. They offer the least amount of autonomy since 
user participation is disregarded. In comparison, compliant trajectory, like 
LOPES and Lokomat, offers the user a little more autonomy in motion as 
some error in joint kinematics is tolerated.   
Haptic guidance, like the ALEX, provides a force field about a predetermined 
gait trajectory. The user has the choice to initiate movement, but the gait 
trajectory is confined within a virtual tunnel.  
The controllers mention in this section offer little autonomy. However, they 
are often embedded within a sub-motion state in conjunction with controllers 
in previous sections.  
2.3 Summary  
In this chapter, we gave an overview of lower extremity exoskeleton research 
in a range of applications. The advantages and disadvantages of several types 
of control methods are also discussed.  
Current commercialized system remain costly and out of reach for our 
research purpose. Therefore, a portable, light-weight wearable assistive device 
needs to be developed for our studies. 
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As the aim of this work is to develop a device capable of intuitive assistance to 
user in ADLs and gait rehabilitation in their own homes. Thus, autonomy in 
motion is crucial for our purpose. However, most commercially available 
devices offer the user little autonomy, being largely robot driven. As a result, 
the patient lacks active participation which was found to have detrimental 
effects on the rehabilitation process. On the other hand, control methods which 
offer user autonomy may not be suitable for all motion types. Therefore, we 
propose a hybrid method of assistance based on improved gravity 
compensation and phase of gait controller which will be discussed in 
subsequent chapters.  
Moreover, it is observed that most research works focus on providing 
assistance in a particular motion task, e.g. walking or sit-to-stand, but the 
autonomous transition between walking motion to other motion states is not 
addressed. There is a need of a method of automatic detection and transition to 




Design and Development of the 
LEAD  
As current commercialized systems are costly and un-customizable for our 
research purpose, portable, light-weight wearable assistive device needs to be 
developed for our studies. This chapter first presents the design considerations 
of a wearable device. Design specifications are drawn up based on these 
considerations. Next, the final assembly of the lower extremity assistive 
device (LEAD) is shown together with its electronic architecture. Lastly, a 
friction compensation feed-forward controller for each actuator module of the 
LEAD will be presented.  
The LEAD will serve as both a platform to acquire user motion data and a 
platform to test out the feasibility of our proposed control schemes.  
3.1 Design Specifications  
3.1.1 Anthropometry  
As the assistive device will be worn by users with different physical size, the 
assistive device has to be adjustable. The variation of length required for each 
link of the device is derived from the study in [56]. To capture most of the 




 percentiles are used, as 






Table 3.1: Anthropometrical Data of Singapore's Males 
 Value at 5th Percentile (cm) Value at 95th Percentile (cm) 
Hip to Foot Height 86 106 
Knee to Foot Height 49 58 
Hip to Knee Height 37 48 
Hip Breath 32 39 
Foot Length 23 28 
Foot Breadth 9 11 
3.1.2 Power and Torque Requirements 
We know from clinical gait analysis data that joints involved in the sagittal 
motion consumes the most power during level walking [57] and normal stair 
ascent and descent [58].  Fig. 3.1 taken from [57], shows the typical profile of 
the kinematics, moments and powers of the hip and knee joints in a gait cycle 
during level walking.  
Since the assistive device is intended to be worn closely to the user’s body, we 
should expect the device to be able to deliver a substantial proportion of 
torque for each of the respective actuated joint. The joints of interest for this 
device will be that of the hip and knee. The power and torque of each joint 
from the clinical gait data will be scaled to a 57.7 kg user, which is the average 
weight of a human of Asian origin [59].   
For the hip joint during level walking in Fig 3.1, extensor moment is observed 
during late swing and early stance for deceleration of the leg and body load 
support respectively. And flexor moment is observed during late stance and 
early swing to propel the body forward. From Fig 3.1, the maximum values of 
hip torque are quite symmetrical at 38 Nm for flexion and 39.2 Nm for 
extension. The average power is slightly positive with most effort spent on 
initial forward propulsion of the body or the limb.  
For the knee joint during level walking, an extensor moment is observed 
during early stance as the knee absorbs the impact during heel contact. This 
corresponds to the region of negative power since the knee flexes while the 
knee moment is extending. During the rest of stance, the knee torque is very 
small given its ability to lock itself during load bearing. In addition, the torque 
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that produces significant knee flexion during early swing is not significant 
from observing the knee moment. Overall, the average power of the knee joint 
is negative, which prompts many knee prosthetic devices to use only a passive 
damper. However, if one studies the clinical gait data of stair ascent, the power 
required by the knee is largely positive, especially during early stance where 
there is a need for antigravity activity. From Fig 3.1, the maximum values of 
the knee torque derived from stairs ascent are 19.4 Nm for flexion and 83.0 
Nm for extension. 
Due to size and weight considerations, the electromagnetic actuator 
technology will be selected to support only a fraction (approximately 30%) of 
the maximum torque required. Moreover, gear ratio must be kept small for 
intrinsic back-drivability of the joints for safety. Being able to support only a 
portion of the torque required is not an issue since the device is intended to 
only assist the user rather than completely taking over the task.  
 
Figure 3.1: Sagittal plane joint angles, moments and powers for the hip and knee during level walking. 
Shown are average values (solid line), one standard deviation in average value (gray band), and average 
foot off (vertical gray line) taken from [57] 
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3.1.3 Kinematic Compatibility 
Kinematic compatibility between the assistive device and the human user is 
crucial to ensure user comfort and proper functioning. For a wearable device, 
if the degree of freedom of the device joint is an oversimplified version of that 
of the user, misalignments may occur [60]. It is well known that the 
instantaneous center of rotation (ICR) of the knee joint varies in a three-
dimensional space as a function of the amount of knee flexion [61]. Moreover, 
the ICR varies among individuals, making it nearly impossible to align the 
device center of rotation perfectly to the user’s joint. Misalignments can 
induce uncomfortable interaction forces between the attachment points and the 
user. In [62], it is reported that misalignments caused by slippage of the 
attachment points for the Lokomat led to stumbling during test sessions with 
patients.  
To overcome kinematic incompatibility, authors in [63] came out with a list of 
design criteria for exoskeleton robotics which could be followed. Among the 
list, it is mentioned that the kinematic structure of the exoskeleton device must 
not explicitly copy the kinematic structure of the adjacent human limb. Hence, 
to reduce kinematic compatibility issues, redundant degrees of freedom should 
be added to the device.   
3.1.4 Range of Motion 
The range of motion of the device should be at least equal to the human range 
of motion during gait rehabilitation and activities of daily living (ADL). These 
data can be found by examining of clinical gait analysis data for normal 
walking [57] and normal stair ascent and descent [58]. However, for the safety 
reasons, the range of motion of the assistive device should not exceed the 
user’s normal range of motion [64]. To free unrestrictive while preventing 
hyper flexion or extension of the joints, each actuated joint is limited to be 
slightly less than that of a human’s maximum range of motion. Table 3.2 lists 
the range of motion of device as compared to that of a human in various 
locomotion modes.  
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3.2 Final Design  
3.2.1 Structure Overview 
The final design, which we named the LEAD, (short for Lower Extremity 
Assistive Device) incorporates a sliding adjustable frame that is capable of 
adjusting to fit a range of users as depicted in Fig 3.2. Actuator modules are 
attached to the hip and knee joints to provide active assistance. The device is 
not actuated at the ankle joint to keep overall swing weight of the leg low. If 
ankle support is necessary, for example when foot drop is observed during 
walking, a commercially available ankle foot Orthosis (AFO) can be worn 
with the device  
 
Figure 3.2: Location of sliding frame for user adjustments 
Shown in Fig. 3.3, the components of the LEAD are as follows. Firstly, 
orthotic cuffs (Orthomerica) are used as the attachment interface between the 
device frame and the user. Each actuator module could deliver a continuous 
torque of up to 35 Nm and a momentary peak torque of 55.5 Nm. And it is 
powered by a DC motor (QT-1406, Kollmorgen) attached to a harmonic drive 
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(CSG-17, HD Systems) at a 50:1 gear ratio. Optical incremental encoder (E3, 
US Digital) at 1000 counts/rev is also equipped at the pre-reduction stage of 
each actuator module to measure the joint angle. For safety reasons, 
mechanical stops limit the range of motion of each joint to ensure that the 
device moves within the normal range of motion of a normal human. The 
range of motion of the hip joint is 130
o
 in flexion and 15
o
 in extension, while 
the range of motion of the knee joint is 130
o
 in flexion and 0
o
 in extension. To 
reduce kinematic compatibility issues, an additional free degree of freedom is 
included in the thigh link in the frontal plane to accommodate hip abduction 
and adduction motion. This passive degree of freedom is important to allow 
some degree of tolerance from misalignment between the device and the user. 
In addition, it is crucial in providing postural stability during walking. A 
summary of the LEAD is shown is Table 3.3. 
Table 3.3 Specifications of the LEAD (One limb) 
Actuator Module 








Power  347 W 
  Max. Flexion Max. Extension 
Range of motion  
Hip 130
 o 15 o 
Knee 130
 o 0 o 
 
Moreover, several types of sensors are incorporated into the device to detect 
the current states of device and the wearer that are involved in the control of 
the device. Besides the optical incremental encoders at each actuator module, 
surface-EMG sensors (SX230, Biometrics) are attached on the wearer’s flexor 
and extensor muscles of the knee to detect their activity level. Three resistive 
force sensors (A401, Tekscan) are attached on the insoles of the wearer’s shoe 
at the first and fourth metatarsal, and the calcaneus positions to detect the GRF 




Figure 3.3: The Lower Extremity Assistive Device (LEAD) prototype on different users. 1: Orthotic 
cuffs; 2: Hip joint actuator module; 3: Knee joint actuator module; Each module consist of, 4: Housing 
for DC motor and harmonic gear; 5: Digital servo drive; 6: Incremental encoder 
 
Figure 3.4: Placement of ground reaction force sensor 
3.2.2 Electronic Architecture 
The main processor used in the LEAD is the sb-RIO 9612 from National 
Instruments. It is a reconfigurable embedded control and data acquisition 
system which consist of a 40MHz real-time processor, a 2M gate 
reconfigurable field-programmable gate array (FPGA), and analog and digital 
I/O is used for the control of the device. Analog signal from the sEMG, GRF 
and accelerometers are connected directly to the analog to digital inputs of the 
sb-RIO. Output torque and encoder feedback for each actuator module is done 
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through a digital servo drive (Solo-Whistle, ELMO motion control). All digital 
servo drives are connected to a High-Speed CAN Module (NI 9853, National 
Instruments) attached to the sb-RIO via CAN BUS. CAN communication is 
implemented at a rate of 1Mbits/s, where information of joint position and 
desired output torque is transferred. The electronic architecture is shown in 
Fig. 3.5. 
 
Figure 3.5: Electronic architecture of LEAD  
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3.3 Friction Compensation 
As each actuator module consists of a frameless DC motor with a harmonic 
drive of high gear ratio, the inherent friction of each joint module is 
substantial. This will significantly affect the performance of the LEAD since 
the effective output torque will be reduced by friction. Moreover, inherent 
friction will also reduce the back-drivability of each joint which are set to be 
in free motion. Hence, a low level friction compensator needs to be developed 
before the implementation of any higher level controller.  
A straight forward solution for friction compensation would be to utilize a 
direct torque feedback from a torque sensor for closed-loop force control. 
However, the addition of torque sensor will not only further complicate the 
mechanical design, the size, weight and cost of the LEAD will also increase as 
a result. Furthermore, the noisy signals from torque sensor tend to limit the 
performance of the feedback system.  
Model based friction compensators, on the other hand, do not require torque 
sensors. Instead, it usually employs a friction model to calculate the joint 
friction based on the current velocity, and in some dynamic cases, inner state 
variables of the joint. Friction model have been studied extensively [65]. Fig. 
3.6 shows the typical approach of feedback friction compensation whereby the 
friction model predicts the friction and adds it to the desired torque in order to 




Figure 3.6: Feedback friction compensation scheme, where 
 ̃                                                                             ̇  
               
For the LEAD, the exponential friction model as describe in [66], was 
implemented.  This model provides a more general description of friction 
force, especially in lower velocity range as it consist of the Stribeck effect 
together with the classical friction terms. Stribeck effect is the phenomenon 
whereby the friction force in low velocity range increases as a continuous 
function of velocity as the velocity decreases. The equation of exponential 
friction model is as follows, 





)     ̇     (3.1)  
where    is the predicted frictional torque,  ̇ refers to the joint velocity,    
represents the coefficient of Coulomb friction,    is the coefficient that 
describe the difference between the stiction and Coulomb friction,    
represents the coefficient of viscous friction, and    refers to the Stribeck 
velocity which is the velocity range where Stribeck effect is observed.  
To determine the four parameters (           ) of the exponential friction 
model, a parameter identification procedure was carried out on each actuator. 
The experimental procedure is as follows: 
1. The actuator was controlled to move in a constant commanded velocity 
under velocity control mode for 1 minute.  
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2. The current provided to maintain the motor at the particular velocity 
was recorded at the rate of 12.5 Hz. To ensure that the motor velocity 
has stabilized, the first 20 seconds of current data are discarded.  
3. The experiment was repeated at different values of velocity ranging 
from 3.5 rad/s to -3.5 rad/s. The commanded velocity was change in 
steps of 0.0628 rad/s. However, since higher resolution is required for 
low velocity ranges, the step size was reduced to 0.0031 rad/s for 
velocity range below the absolute value of 0.6 rad/s. 
Fig. 3.7 depicts the typical frictional torque to velocity data collected for the 
actuator module at the knee. 
 
Figure 3.7: Frictional torque to velocity 
A least square method was used to obtain the parameter values for the model 
which best fit the experimental data. The result of the parameter fitting is 
shown in Table 3.4. For stability reasons, only 80 percent of the derived 
friction compensation term was used. The user wearing the assistive device 
could feel a significant reduction in friction with the implementation of 





Table 3.4: Fitting Parameters for Exponential Friction Model 
Parameter 
Value for Positive 
Velocity 
Value for Negative 
Velocity 
   (Nm) 0.8449 0.8440 
   (Nm) 0.2309 0.2349 
   (Nm) 0.3774 0.4327 
   (rad/s) 0.0429 0.0427 
3.4 Gait Kinematics with LEAD 
To determine how the LEAD may affect normal gait trajectory, a 28 year old 
subject with no known history of medical condition was asked to walk with 
the device under friction compensation mode on a treadmill at 2 km/h for a 
minute. Fig 3.8 shows the experimental setup. Foot strike events are detected 
via force sensors attached to the insoles and joint angles are captured by 
incremental encoders at each motor joint at the rate of 500 Hz. Data are 
normalized in terms of percentage gait cycle based on foot strike events.   
 
Figure 3.8: Experimental setup for walking trial 
The result of the last 15 gait cycles for the subject walking during the trial is 
shown in Fig 3.9. When compared within each gait cycle, the cycle to cycle 
variation is small since joint flexion angles closely coincide with other cycles 
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at similar percentage of the gait cycle. When compared with the 
biomechanical data from [67], the amplitudes of hip flexion and extension, 
and amplitudes of knee flexion are quite similar. The onset and peak of knee 
flexion also correspond well with the normal biomechanical data. However, a 
lag is observed in hip movements with the device as compared to normal level 
walking. This could be possibly due to the inertia of the device which has not 
been accounted for.  
From the trial, it is shown that a healthy subject as capable of walking while 
wearing the LEAD. Although the additional weight and friction due to the 
device alter the joint trajectories as compared to normal walking, the subject is 
able to adapt to the device and walk with a consistent new set of joint 
trajectories. 
 
Figure 3.9: Joint Angles for 15 gait cycles for a subject walking at 2 km/h with the device (Blue solid 
lines), Normal biomechanical data for level ground walking taken from [67] (Red dashed line) 
3.5 Summary 
In this chapter, the considerations of developing a wearable assistive device 
are discussed, namely anthropometry, power and torque requirements, 
kinematic compatibility and range of motion.  Based on these considerations, a 
portable wearable assistive device, called the LEAD, is successfully 
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developed. And the mechanical structure and electronic architecture of the 
LEAD are presented. In addition, a method of friction compensation for each 
joint motor is presented. An exponential friction model friction is used to 
model the friction of each joint motor. Then, the parameters of the friction 
model is identified and implemented on the LEAD. Significant reduction in 








In this chapter, assistance controllers that could assist a user while wearing the 
LEAD will be presented. It aims to assist the user in common tasks that is 
required by the lower limb in ADLs and gait rehabilitation process. In this 
study, the tasks are restricted to sit-to-stand and stand-to-sit, as well as normal 
level walking. 
These tasks could be categorized into cyclical task or non-cyclical task. 
Walking is a cyclical task, while sit-to-stand or vice versa are considered as 
non-cyclical tasks. This categorization is crucial as the assistance required is 
different. We propose two different assistance controllers, the gravity 
compensation assistance and the gait phase based assistance, which are used in 
non-cyclical and cyclical task respectively.  
For the first part of this chapter, we will present the gravity compensation 
assistance, which allows the user to move the device under his control while 
still providing necessary support. While most gravity compensation support 
method in the literature aims to support the affected limb during motion, we 
propose a gravity compensation method that aids in supporting the patient’s 
body weight. This will be beneficial during non-cyclical tasks such as sit-to-
stand when most of the muscles are activated to provide support against the 
body weight due to gravity. However, during cyclical task, natural dynamics is 
exploited in certain parts of the cycle and a gravity compensation scheme may 
interfere instead of aid with the cyclical task. Therefore, a different control 
scheme is needed for cyclical task. 
In the second half of this chapter, we will cover the gait period based 
assistance to assist cyclical task. In gait period based assistance, the current 
motion phase of the user is estimated based on sensors worn on the users, and 
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appropriate assistive force is injected by the device to aid in the user in that 
particular phase of motion. Current method of gait period based assistance 
methods uses an overly-simplified classification of gait periods. Looking at 
the functional importance of each gait period, a method of detecting the gait 
periods and providing the necessary functional assistance force will be 
discussed and tested. The effectiveness of each assistance controller will be 
studied based on a healthy subject.  
4.1 Gravity Compensation Assistance 
4.1.1 Introduction 
In the absence of friction and other disturbances, the dynamics of a serial n-
link robot manipulator can be written as [68]: 
    (   ̈   ( ̇  ) ̇   (   (4.1)  
where   is the     vector of joint angles,  ̇ is the     vector of joint 
velocities,  ̈ is the     vector of joint acceleration,   is the     vector of 
applied torques,  (   is the     inertia matrix,  ( ̇  ) is the     matrix 
consisting of centripetal and Coriolis terms, and  (   is the     vector of 
gravitational torques.  
The gravity compensator controller aims to cancel out the effects of 
gravitational torques,   (    by the following control law: 
    ̂(   (4.2)  
where  ̂(   is the estimate of the gravity vector. Under static conditions, when 
 ̈    and  ̇   , it could be seen that if  ̂(     (  , the system will be 
perfectly balanced and it will remain in that given position, regardless of its 
posture. The robot manipulator will appear to be floating in a zero gravity 
environment.  
This scheme have been prevalent in industrial robotics and is often used in 
conjunction with a PD controller for global positioning of the robot 
manipulator [69]. The feed-forward gravity compensation controller is able to 
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compensate for the non-linear variation in gravitational torque, thus allowing a 
linear PD controller to yield better tracking results.  
In the area of rehabilitation, gravity-balancing schemes are widely used in 
upper limb rehabilitation [46, 70], whereby the gravity of the user’s arm was 
modeled and was either fully or partially accorded for by an orthotic device. 
They have shown to improve the workspace of affected individuals with 
increasing levels of gravity support. For lower limb assistance, Banala et al. 
[48] developed a passive device that can achieve gravity balancing of a user’s 
leg over its range of motion during the swing phase. It was able to show a 
reduction of muscle effort in static position task and increase in range of 
motion at the hip and knee joints of a stroke patient.  
However, as gravity is crucial during human walking for the pendular 
exchange of energy [49], gravity compensation may interfere with walking as 
well as other cyclical task for lower limb motion. On the other hand, other 
non-cyclic task, such as sit-to-stand and stand-to-sit, we postulate that a proper 
gravity compensation scheme could benefit the user’s stance leg by assisting a 
portion of the user’s weight during these tasks.  
4.1.2 Gravity Assistance Controller 
We proposed a Gravity Compensation Assistance method to reduce the muscle 
effort required for sit-to-stand and stand-to-sit tasks. Firstly, it utilizes a 
simplified human model to calculate the joint torques required for a single leg 
to compensate for the effects of gravity. Next, the joint torque was scaled 
down based on the weight distribution on both legs. The final output joint 
torque was scaled based on a ratio of assistance which is adjustable by the 
therapist based on the patient condition.  
System Model 
For the task of interest, most of the motion occurs in the sagittal plane. By 
looking at the motion in that plane, each side of the human body can be 
simplified to a three-link serial robot model when the foot is flat on the 
ground. Fig 4.1 shows the system model with all the parameters and variables. 
The model assumes that each link is rigid and the center of mass of each link 
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lies at a fix distance from the proximal end, along the longitudinal axis of each 
link.  
Table 4.1 shows the values of the all the system parameters derived from the 
height, Ht, and weight, Wt, of each user. The values are based on the study in 
[71], where mean length, mass and center of mass of each body segment were 
analyzed based on cadavers. For our system model, the mass of all the upper 
body segments are lumped into the point mass Mb.  
Table 4.1: Value of Parameters with respect to the Height and Weight of User 
Parameters Value 
Mb 59.26% of Wt 
Mt 14.47% of Wt 
Ms 4.57% of Wt 
lt 24.05% of Ht 
ls 24.85% of Ht 
lt,com 10.35% of Ht 
ls,com 10.60% of Ht 
lb,com 11.81% of Ht 
 
 
Figure 4.1: Definition of system model’s parameters and variables, where 0 degrees of each joint is 




From this model, assuming that the entire body is supported by only a single 
leg, the gravity compensation torques required at the hip and knee joints are 
calculated as follows [68]: 
                      (4.3)  
 
   (       (               )    (    
                        
(4.4)  
where   and    are the gravity compensatory torques for the hip and knee 
joints respectively, Mb  is the lumped mass of the upper body,    is the mass 
of the thigh,    is the mass of the actuator module of the device,    is the 
length of the thigh,        is the distance of the center of mass of the body to 
the hip joint,        is the distance of the center of mass of the thigh to the hip 
joint,      is the absolute angle of the trunk with respect to gravity,      is the 
flexion angle of the hip, and   is the acceleration of gravity.  
In normal sit-to-stand and stand-to-sit task, the weight of the user is distributed 
over both legs. However, the above equation assumes that the single leg is 
taking the whole body weight. Hence, a weight distribution ratio was factored 
in to account for the loading across the legs. It is fair to assume that the 
proportion of weight taken by the leg of interest is proportional to the 
measured GRF to the GRF reading when the leg is maximally loaded, single 
stance. Therefore, the weight distribution ratio of the leg wearing the LEAD is 
given as, 
     
∑   
∑      
 (4.5)  
 
where     is the weight distribution ratio, (           , which indicates the 
ratio of body weight supported by the leg wearing the LEAD at the given time, 
∑    is the sum of values of all the ground reaction forces readings from the 
three sensors at the given time, ∑       is the predetermined value of the 
sum of all the ground reaction forces when the leg is in single-stance mode. In 
practice, the GRF readings are zeroed to account for the residual GRF 
readings that are observed during swing. 
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Considering the weight distribution ratio of the body’s weight into Equations 
4.3 and 4.4 yields,  
                         (4.6)  
 
   (       (                  )    (    
                           
(4.7)  
 
To allow the user to adjust the level of assistance, the output torques 
(         ,          ) are scaled according to an assistance ratio,        , which 
could be varied from 0 to 1 based on the user’s desired assistance level. An 
assist ratio of 1 would indicate that the LEAD fully compensates for the 
gravity. However, maximum assistive torque is limited by the maximum 
torque deliverable by the LEAD motor module. 
Since the model only applies when the leg is in contact with the ground, a 
GRF threshold is used to determine this condition. Gravity compensation 
torques are applied if the conditions are met, otherwise the joint torques are set 
to zero, as shown in the following equations, 
           {
  ∑    ∑   
     
          ∑    ∑   
     
  (4.8)  
           {
  ∑    ∑   
     
          ∑    ∑   
     
 (4.9)  
 
where ∑         is a predetermined GRF threshold level.   
4.1.3 Experiments 
In order to test the effectiveness of the proposed method, the LEAD was worn 
and tested by a healthy subject. The subject is a healthy 28-year-old male, 63 
kg in weight, 1.71 m in height. The test procedure was explained to the subject 
and written consent was obtained prior to the participation. 
Before the start of each experiment, the LEAD was calibrated and initialized. 
The subject was asked to be in an upright standing position before the joint 
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angles are initialized to zero. Next, the subject was asked to shift his entire 
weight onto the leg wearing the LEAD to determine ∑      . Then, the 
subject was asked to keep the leg wearing the LEAD in swing mode before the 
GRF is zeroed. ∑         is set at 5% weight distribution. In order to reduce 
noise from the GRF sensors, a fourth-order Butterworth filter with a cut-off 
frequency of 3 Hz was used to filter all GRF readings before summation. The 
control loop of the LEAD was set to 3 ms per cycle for all trials. The joint 
angles and GRF data are captured at the same period of 3 ms.  
Two experiments were conducted. The first experiment was conducted to 
determine the effectiveness of the device in reducing user’s muscle effort in a 
static squat position. In the next experiment, the device was tested on the 
subject for actual sit-to-stand task to determine its feasibility in assisting the 
subject for the actual task.  
To determine the muscle effort for each task, electromyography (EMG) signal 
of targeted muscles were recorded and converted to integrated 
electromyography (iEMG) signal with the following equation, 
 
      ∫ ‖   (  ‖
    
      
     
(4.10)  
 
The integrated electromyography (iEMG) signal is commonly used to measure 
the amount of muscle effort [72]. Moreover, to eliminate the time factor 
influence, the iEMG signal is averaged over the period of the window. For this 
experiment, the window length was chosen to be 0.5 s. The formula to 
calculate the average iEMG is given as follows, 
 
             
 
           
 ∫ ‖   (  ‖
    
      
     
(4.11)  
 
As knee extension will require the most effort for this task, the EMG signals 
of the Rectus Femoris (RF) and Vastus Medialis (VM), which are major 
muscles involved in knee extension as shown in Fig 4.2, are monitored. All 
EMG signals are recorded using self-adhesive Ag/AgCl surface electrodes 
with integrated preamplifiers gain of 1000. The EMG signals are passed 
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through a 20 to 460 Hz band-pass analog filter before being recorded at a rate 
of 1000 Hz to prevent issues with aliasing. The electrodes pairs were placed 
parallel to the general direction of the muscle fibers. Excess hair removal and 
cleaning of the skin with alcohol was done prior to electrode attachment in 
order to reduce the electrical impedance between the skin and the electrodes. 
Contraction tests were carried out prior to each trial to ensure that the 
electrodes and skin contacts properly. 
 
Figure 4.2: Surface EMG electrode placement sites of respective muscles [73] 
Experiment 1: Static Squats 
In this experiment, the subject stood initially in an upright standing position. 
Upon hearing a verbal cue, the subject was instructed to squat down to a knee 
flexion of 70 degrees while maintaining equal distribution of force on both 
legs. A computer screen provides visual biofeedback to the subject on his 
current knee flexion angle. Once the subject’s knee angle stabilizes at the 
desired value, the subject was asked to maintain the position for approximately 
10 s before returning to the upright standing position to complete the trial. To 
ascertain the performance of the assistance method, the subject performed the 
trials with and without assistance. For the assisted trial,         was set to 0.4. 
A rest period of 5 min was given between each trial to reduce the influence of 
muscle fatigue.  
Experiment 2: Sit-to-Stand Task 
In this experiment, the task of sit-to-stand was conducted, as shown in Fig 4.3. 
In this trial, the subject starts in a back straighten seated position on a 43 cm 
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high chair. A verbal cue signals the subject to stand up to an upright standing 
posture at a self-selected comfortable pace with even weight distribution 
between the legs. The trial ends 2 seconds after the subject have reached 
upright standing posture. Trials were conducted with and without assistance 
conditions for comparison. This trial was repeated for 5 times.  
 
Figure 4.3: Sit-to-Stand task 
4.1.4 Results and Discussions 
Static Squats 
Fig. 4.4 shows an example of the data captured during an assisted static squat 
trial. The first graph depicts the change in joint variables during the trial. It 
could be seen that the knee and hip are flexed in the squatting position. The 
second graph shows the total GRF, which is relatively constant throughout the 
static squatting trial. The only fluctuation in the GRF was seen during the 
transition from standing to squatting position. The third graph shows the 
assistive joint torques provided by the respective joints. There was a large 
assistive torque of approximately 15 Nm exerted at the knee torque during the 
static squat. In contrast, assistive torque at the hip joint was much smaller, at -
1 Nm. Assistive hip torque was not needed much as subject maintained a 
relatively upright posture. The last graph shows the EMG signals of the RF 
and VM muscles respectively. It could be observed that overall amplitude of 
both EMG signals increases when in squatting position as compared to the 
initial EMG signals during standing, indicating increased in muscle exertion 





Figure 4.4: Data for one of the assisted static squat trials 
Fig. 4.5 shows the normalized mean values and standard deviation of iEMG 
signals from the RF and VM, with and without assistance conditions for static 
squats. The iEMG signals were normalized to be between the maximum and a 
minimum value of iEMG of the respective muscle. The maximum iEMG was 
taken to be the maximum iEMG from the all trials. And the minimum iEMG 
was taken to be the average iEMG readings when the subject is in upright 
standing posture.  
We expect to see lower iEMG for assisted trials as compared to un-assist 
trials, since muscle effort should be reduced with assistance from the device. 
From the results, a student’s t-test found that the iEMG of the RF muscle in 
the assisted condition were both substantially and significantly lower (p < 
0.05) than the un-assisted trials. Similarly, the iEMG of the VM muscle during 
assisted trials were found to be significantly lower than trials without 
assistance. The average iEMG of both muscle groups during the un-assisted 
trials consistently range from between 70-90%. The average iEMG of RF 
during assisted and un-assisted trials were 41.0% and 76.4% respectively. This 
indicates a 46% reduction in muscle effort exerted by the RF with the device’s 
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assistance. Looking at the iEMG of the VM, average iEMG dropped from 
86.2% for without assistance to 57.6% with assistance, which translates to a 
33.3% reduction in muscle effort exerted by the VM with assistance. As  
        was set to 0.4, one would expect the muscle effort to reduce by 40%. 
However, results show that reduction in muscle effort may vary. Several 
factors may explain this difference. Firstly, the simplified system model 
estimate may differ from the actual human model. Next, the output torque 
could be reduced by friction. Although friction compensation was 
implemented, the compensator uses a conservative estimate of 80% to prevent 
instability issues. Lastly, the distribution of joint torque across muscle groups 
varies with the torque required, fatigue level of each muscle group and other 
factors. 
 
Figure 4.5: Normalized iEMG of RF and VM muscles with and without assistance during static squats (* 
indicates significance difference with p < 0.05) 
Sit-to-Stand Tasks 
For the sit-to-stand tasks, Fig. 4.6 shows the data recorded for the subject in an 
assisted trial with         = 0.4. The first graph shows the change in joint 
angles. The hip and knee angles are obtained from the optical encoders, while 
the absolute angle is acquired from a two-axis accelerometer. It could be seen 
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that the joint variables approach zero, as the subject straighten himself to an 
upright standing position. The second graph shows the variation of total GRF 
during the task. The initial values of GRF are small as the legs are not taking 
any major body weight while in seated position. As the subject attempts to 
stand up, GRF increases as the legs take the body loading. The GRF stabilizes 
at about 2 V, which corresponds to 250 N, after the sit-to-stand transition.  
The next graph shows the output torque for the hip and knee actuators. Torque 
outputs are zero in seated position as GRF is below ∑         . The sharp 
increase in knee torque indicates the start of the sit-to-stand transition detected 
by the device. Assistive knee torque peaked at about 25 Nm before it gradually 
decreases. It could be seen that torque output at the knee is much larger than 
the torque output at the hip. This is not unexpected since the knee joint will be 
doing most of the work against the gravity during this task. The assistive 
torques reduces to approximately zero as the subject completes the sit-to-stand 
transition to a standing posture.  
The last graph in Fig. 4.6 shows the EMG signals of the RF and VM muscles 
during the sit-to-stand task. During the initial seated position, the magnitudes 
of the EMG signals are relatively small. As the user begins to stand up, an 
increase in effort of both muscles could be seen from the increase in EMG 
magnitudes. The muscle effort decreases steadily as torque required by the 
knee extensor muscles falls with the reduction in moment arm of the body 
weight to the knee joint. The magnitude of EMG signals during the final 
standing posture was comparatively larger than the magnitude of EMG signals 
during sitting posture, as knee extensor muscles are used to keep the knee 




Figure 4.6: Data for one of the assisted sit-to-stand trial (              
Fig. 4.7 shows the normalized mean values and standard deviation of iEMG 
signals from the RF and VM, with and without assistance conditions for all the 
sit-to-stand trials. The iEMG signals were normalized based on the maximum 
iEMG from all the sit-to-stand trials and the minimum iEMG was taken to be 
the average iEMG readings when the subject is in upright standing posture.  
A student’s t-test on the average iEMG of all trials across the two conditions 
found that both the iEMG of the RF and VM muscles in the assisted condition 
trials were significantly lower (p < 0.05) than that of the un-assisted condition 
trials. The iEMG of the RF muscle decreases from 91.9% for un-assisted to 
66.7% for assisted trials, which shows a 27.4% reduction in muscle effort. 
Likewise, the iEMG of the VM muscle decreases from 89.4% for un-assisted 





Figure 4.7: Normalized iEMG of RF and VM muscles with and without assistance during sit-to-stand 
4.2 Gait Period Based Assistance 
4.2.1 Introduction 
For gait period detection assistance, this algorithm aims to estimate the current 
gait period of the user based on the sensors attached on the user, and injects an 
appropriate amount of force in the right direction to assist the user in that 
particular phase of motion.  
Wearable gait period detection systems were developed initially as a less 
expensive alternative to traditional optical based clinical gait analysis systems 
[74-76]. These gait analysis systems can quantitatively analyze the gait of 
patients which offers the clinicians a tool for assessing gait pathologies as well 
as an evaluation tool in rehabilitation applications.   
Some exoskeletons adopt the gait period detection method in order to provide 
timely assistance during the user’s gait, for example the HAL [77] and the 
MIT’s exoskeleton [32]. The HAL broadly classifies walking into stance and 
swing states based on GRF sensors threshold. For the hip joint, constant 
predetermined flexion and extension assistive torques are activated based on 
the stance and swing states of the opposite leg. This requires sensors to be 
mounted on the unaffected leg, which unnecessarily encumbers its motion. For 
the knee joint, no assistive torque is provided to the knee joint during the 
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swing and only passive resistive force is added to the knee throughout the 
stance. However, stroke patients may require assistive force particularly at 
certain phases of swing where knee flexion is required for over ground 
clearance.  
For MIT’s exoskeleton, the knee and hip joints are controlled by independent 
state controllers [78]. The state of the knee is classified into stance, swing 
flexion and swing extension accordingly. The swing and the stance phase of 
the hip are classified into early and late for each. Maximum and minimum 
turning points of joint angles by observing the hip joint velocity are used as 
phase transitions criteria within each subdivided state, making this method 
susceptible to noise since the derivative of position is required. Similarly, the 
subdivision of the knee states was not exploited as only resistive force is 
added throughout the stance state while the joint remains free during swing. 
We can see that current gait period sequence method to provide assistance 
overly-simplified the classification of gait period. Moreover, a single threshold 
for transition may lead to robustness issues in the presence of noise. In the 
next section, we will look into the subdivision of the gait cycle in more detail 
and understand more about the functional importance of each gait period.  
4.2.2 Sub-division of Human Walking 
Walking is a more complicated task as compared to sit-to-stand and stand-to-
sit. It involves a rhythmic coordination of lower limb movements that are 
repeated over and over, step after step. Moreover, gait pattern and trajectory 
differs among different individuals or even within the same individual under 
different conditions, for example at different walking speed. Fortunately, 
much research has been done in the area of human locomotion. It is widely 
accepted that a basic human gait cycle during level walking could be 




Figure 4.8: Normal walk cycle illustrating the events of gait [53] 
During the human gait cycle, each leg undergoes two major phases, stance and 
swing. The former is when the foot is in contact with the ground and the latter 
is when the foot is in the air. Within stance and swing, they could be further 
subdivided into periods, with each period playing an important function in the 
gait cycle (Table 4.2).  
Table 4.2: Gait Period undergone by each leg during walking and their respective functions 
Gait Periods  Function 
Early Stance Loading, weight transfer 
Mid Stance Support of entire body weight, center of mass moving 
forward 
Late Stance Unloading and preparing for swing 
Early Swing Foot clearance 
Mid Swing Limb advances in front of body 
Late Swing Limb deceleration, preparation for weight transfer 
 
During early stance, the foot initially contacts the ground and the limb absorbs 
the shock which slows the body forward momentum. From Fig. 4.10, majority 
of the shock is absorbed by the muscles of the knee joint as the quadriceps 
muscles undergo eccentric contraction to dissipate energy. On the other hand, 
the hip joint muscles undergoes concentric contraction, as shown in Fig. 4.9, 




In mid stance, the body’s weight is taken entirely on one leg. During this 
period, the body’s COM passes over the foot. Before the body’s COM passes 
over, the hip joint muscles extend to lift the body’s COM to its peak height 
and deliver forward momentum (Fig. 4.9). After the body’s COM reaches the 
peak, it begins to falls downwards due to gravity while still translating 
forward. The hip muscles now flex and undergo eccentric contraction which 
absorbs some energy for controlled descent of the body’s COM. During this 
period, the knee joint only generates a small extensor moment as the knee 
remains relatively straight during this period so the moment arm remains 
small.  
Late stance is when the weight is rapidly transferred to the other limb and the 
trailing limb prepares to swing forward. The hip flexors now contracts 
concentrically and generate increasing power until toe-off to help propel the 
leg forward during swing. Knee moment remains small even as knee flexion 
angle increases rapidly as a result of the acceleration of the thigh due to hip 
flexion moment and segment inertia of the shank. 
During early swing, the joints are synchronized to effectively clear the foot of 
the ground when the swinging limb passes the standing limb. In normal 
healthy gait, combination of the hip flexion moment and shank inertia is able 
to flex the knee joint sufficiently to clear the ground.  
Mid swing is when the leg advances in front of the body. Not much muscle 
moments are observed during this period, as the leg swing forward based on 
its momentum.  
Late swing is defined as the period after the shank becomes perpendicular to 
the floor, where the leg decelerates and prepares for weight bearing. The hip 
extends to slow down the leg. In the final phase of late swing, the feet retracts 
just before foot contact to ensure approximately matching feet retraction rate 
to ground speed to reduce excessive energy loss due to impact. For the knee 
joint, the knee flexors are activated even though the knee joint undergoes rapid 
extension during this period. These conflicting actions could be explained by 
the action of the hip joint. As the hip decelerates the forward momentum of 
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the shank cause the shank to rotate forward. The knee flexors are hence 
activated to control the rate of knee extension in order to prevent injury.   
 





Figure 4.10: Sagittal plane internal joint moments of knee, where extensor moments are positive [57] 
4.2.3 Gait Period Based Assistance Controller 
From the analysis in the previous section, we understand that each gait period 
have different functional requirements. Therefore, we postulate that if the gait 
period of the leg could be determined, the intended action of the joints would 
be known. As a result, the device could add torque in the appropriate direction 
to aid the user during walking and a stroke patient could exhibit a more normal 
gait pattern with the applied assistance.  
To achieve this objective, two requirements must be met. Firstly, the device 
must be able to detect the different gait periods and their transitions during 
walking. Next, we have to modulate the torque output to assist in the 
functional task of the user during each gait period.  
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Gait Period Detector using Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) 
The gait period detector attempts to divide the gait cycle into the six gait 
periods, namely, early stance, mid stance, late stance, early swing, mid swing 
and late swing. It utilizes a finite state machine with each gait period being 
represented by as discrete state, as shown in Fig 4.11. Since the gait pattern is 
repetitive, the gait period of a healthy individual will transit sequentially 
during normal walking. If the sensor data is exactly the same during each gait 
cycle, a threshold method based on GRF and joint angles can effectively serve 
as transiting conditions between the states. However, the variability between 
each step makes it difficult to tuning manually. 
 
Figure 4.11: Finite state machine diagram for gait phase detector 
To address this issue, supervised learning methods was incorporated to detect 
the gait period of the leg during walking. Our previous attempt utilizes support 
vector machines (SVM) to distinguish the gait periods [80]. While it was 
shown to be able to effectively detect and transit to the correct phases, the 
computational load required makes it infeasible for real-time applications.  
In this work, to achieve real-time implementation, we used a Gaussian 
Mixture Model (GMM) [81] to characterize the probability of the user in each 
phase. The GMM classifier considers both the mean and covariance of the 
sensor data to model a multivariate Gaussian distribution [82] in order to 
evaluate its probability in each state. Moreover, its level of complexity could 
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be controlled based on the number of mixture components defined by the 
designer. For real-time applications, a small number of mixture components 
could be used to achieve fast computational speed.  
From [81], the GMM used to approximate probability density function of   
(D-dimensional sensor measurement) for each gait period (parameterized by  ) 
is written as, 
  ( |    ∑   ( |      
 
   
  (4.12)  
where          , are the mixture weights for the GMM, and  ( |       
       , are the component Gaussian densities for the GMM. Each 
component density is a D-variate Gaussian function of the form,  
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where    and    are the mean vector and covariance matrix respectively. The 
mixture weights satisfy the constraint of ∑   
 
     . 
Each GMM is parameterized by the mean vectors, covariance matrices and 
mixture weights from all component densities, given as,  
    {        }         (4.14)  
 
Given the training data and GMM configuration, the Expectation 
Maximization (EM) [83] algorithm is use to find the Maximum Likelihood 
(ML) estimates of the parameters of each GMM.  
With each GMM parameterized, the transiting conditions are for each gait 
period is shown in table 4.3. Transition occurs when the probability for a 
given input of sensor measurement, x, in the next phase is higher than the 
probability of it in the current phase. Additional transitions between swing to 
stance states, t-4 and t-1, are included to prevent states from getting trapped 




Table 4.3: State Transition Conditions for gait period detector 
Transition Condition 
t1-2  ( |     ( |    
t2-3  ( |     ( |    
t3-4  ( |     ( |    
t4-5  ( |     ( |    
t5-6  ( |     ( |    
t6-1  ( |     ( |    
t-4 GRF < GRFThres 
t-1 GRF > GRFThres 
 
Functional Assistive Force  
After the gait period is determined, an assistive torque could be applied in a 
manner that helps the user achieve the joint’s intended function in that specific 
gait period. In this work, an impedance-based method [20] was used to 
generate assistive force. Basically, the force of each joint can be modulated 
with an impedance property which consists of a spring and damper 
characteristic with a fixed equilibrium position. A different set of impedance 
property will be used at different phases.  
This method differs from traditional rehabilitation robots which are mostly 
position controlled.  In position control, the joints are controlled to track a 
predefined trajectory for every step. The lack of cycle to cycle variation in 
kinematics and sensorimotor feedback limits motor learning [18]. Hence, over 
the years, researchers have tried to make the system more compliant by 
incorporating impedance control to their predefined trajectory in order to 
increase patient’s activity [11, 12, 84]. For these compliant trajectory methods, 
assistive force will be felt by the user if he lags the predefined trajectory of the 
equilibrium point. However, resistive force will be felt if the user moves faster 
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than the equilibrium point. Thus, patients who are capable of accomplishing 
some functional task themselves will find themselves hindered by the device. 
Therefore, the approach used in this work aims to provide assistive force to 
assist in the intended function only in the intended direction at each gait phase. 
In this way, the impaired functional tasks will be supported by the device, 
while motion for unimpaired task will not be restricted.  
Based on the gait analysis from the previous section, the direction of assistive 
torque at each joint within each gait phase was determined (Table 4.4).   
Table 4.4: Direction of Assistive Torque of Joints for each Sub-State 
No. Gait Periods Direction of Assistive Torque at Joint 
Hip Knee 
1 Early Stance Extension Extension 
2 Mid Stance Neutral Extension 
3 Late Stance Flexion Neutral 
4 Early Swing Flexion Flexion 
5 Mid Swing Neutral Neutral 
6 Late Swing Extension Extension  
 
The unidirectional impedance model of each joint is given by, 
    (        ̇ (4.15)  
where the joint torque  , is related to the input joint angular position  , and 
speed  ̇, by the stiffness term  , damping term  , and equilibrium angle   . If 
the direction of assistance is in extension, the assistive joint torque is zero if 
the   computed is less than zero. And for joint in flexion, the assistive torque 
is zero if the computed is greater than zero. The assistive torque for joints in 
neutral mode is set to zero.  
From implementation trials, it was found that the switch between the phases 
results in rapid switching of assistive torque. This causes unnatural and jerky 
movements as the new assistance force take effect. Therefore, to smooth out 
the transition, a sigmoid function was added during each transition to fade 
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away the previous torque while fading in the desired assistive torque at its 
current state.  
The sigmoid function is described by 
   
 
      (  (     
 (4.16)  
where t is the time elapsed since transition, and A and T are parameters to 
adjust the steepness and time shift of the function respectively. Fig. 4.12 
shows the output of the sigmoid function implemented, where parameters A 
and T are set to 50 and 0.1 respectively. 
 
Figure 4.12: Output of sigmoid function implemented 
Hence the output torque with the sigmoid fading is written as 
         (                   (4.17)  
where       is the assistive torque from the previous phase just before the 
transition and       is the assistive torque in the current phase. 
4.2.4 Experiments 
Gait Period Detector using Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) 
To parameterize each GMM, training data have to be collected. Therefore, the 
LEAD was worn by an abled-bodied subject who was then asked to walk on a 
treadmill at a speed of 1 km/h with the LEAD in friction compensation mode. 
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The walking speed was selected to be comparable to the walking speed of 
stroke patients [85]. The subject is a healthy 28-year-old male, 63 kg in 
weight, 1.71 m in height. The joint angle of the LEAD was first initialized to 
zero when that subject was in an upright standing posture before each walking 
trial. Prior to the data collection, the subject was given five minutes to walk on 
a treadmill while wearing the LEAD in friction compensation mode to get use 
to the assistive device.  
Five sensor measurements are recorded and represented by a     vector  . 
The first two are the hip and knee flexion angles. The remaining three 
measurements are the GRF readings from the first and fourth metatarsal, and 
the calcaneus positions, which will be referred to as front, mid and back GRF 
respectively. All readings are captured at a rate of 500 Hz. 
A total of three walking trials, as depicted in Fig. 4.13, are conducted with five 
minutes of rest between the trials. For each trial, the treadmill speed was 
increased to 1 km/h and the data was recorded only when the subject reached a 
steady walking speed. Thirty seconds of readings were recorded for each trial.  
 




Before training, the measurements from each sensor are normalized based on 
the respective maximum and minimum values for all the walking trials. The 
time span of the data is normalized in terms of percentage of gait cycle, which 
is computed based on the time period across two consecutive heel strike 
events.  
The training label for each gait period is based on the occurrence of the 
specific phase of the leg based on a normal CGA [57]. Table 4.5 lists the gait 
periods and their respective start and end period in a normal gait cycle. Once 
parameterized, the GMM was implemented on the LEAD for on-line 
classifications.  
Table 4.5: Gait Periods with their respective state label, and their respective starting and ending 
percentages in a normal gait cycle 
Gait Periods State Label Start (%) End (%) 
Early Stance 1 0 12 
Mid Stance 2 12 50 
Late Stance 3 50 62 
Early Swing 4 62 75 
Mid Swing 5 75 85 
Late Swing 6 85 100 
 
Functional Assistive Force  
To determine the effectiveness of the proposed assistance controller, the gait 
period detector was implemented on the LEAD, before the functional assistive 
force model was incorporated. Before the start of the experiment, the subject 
was given two minutes to walk on a treadmill at 1 km/h while wearing the 
LEAD in friction compensation mode to familiarize with the assistive device. 
To tune the impedance parameters, the subject was asked to walk on the 
treadmill at 1 km/h with the LEAD in assistance mode. The equilibrium points 
were pre-set and the stiffness and damping parameters were adjusted for each 
gait phase until the subject feels a comfortable assistance for the entire gait 
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cycle. Pre-set equilibrium points for the hip are chosen based on the average 
maximum and minimum hip trajectory during un-assisted walking and the 
intended direction of assistance. Equilibrium points for the knee are chosen 
based using similar method with the exception of the Early Stance and Mid 
Stance phase, where a hyperextension equilibrium point of -5 degree was 
chosen to produce an overall extension torque even during full extension to 
prevent the buckling of knee during load bearing. To ease in the calibration 
process, the damping parameter was set to be one-tenth of the stiffness 
parameter, leaving only a stiffness parameter to be tuned for each phase. The 
entire calibration process took about three minutes.  
Next to determine whether or not the LEAD is providing assistance, the 
subject was asked to perform a walking trial on the treadmill at 1 km/h in each 




In the unassisted mode, the subject wears the LEAD with only the friction 
compensation mode implemented. Under the assisted condition, the subject 
wears the LEAD with both the friction compensation and functional assistive 
force implemented. The free condition serves as a control, where the subject 
walks without wearing the LEAD. 
Each walking trial last 15 minutes and to measure physical exertion, the heart 
rate of the subject was taken at every 30 seconds interval with a heart rate 
sensor (MN-01, Pulse Plus). A rest period of 30 minutes was given to the 
subject before the start of each trial to ensure sufficient time for the heart rate 
to return to baseline. To determine the resting heart rate, before the start of the 
first trial, the subject was seated and the heartbeat was measured for every 30 
seconds over a period of five minutes. The control loop and data capturing rate 
of the LEAD was set at 250 Hz for these trials.  
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4.2.5 Results and Discussions 
Gait Period Detector using Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) 
Fig 4.14 shows the readings recorded during one of the walking trials. On the 
whole, the data captured are cyclic and repetitive. However, some minor 
variability exists between each gait cycle probably due to minor adjustments 
of the subject at every step in order to maintain balance and speed. 
 To observe the variability between each gait cycle, the data is normalized in 
terms of percentage of gait cycle. The resultant mean and standard deviation 
of all the gait cycles captured is shown in Fig 4.15 and 4.16, where the 
percentage gait cycle is computed based on the time period across two 
consecutive heel strikes. From these graphs, it could be clearly seen that the 
sensor data follows a pattern with some variation during walking.   
 




Figure 4.15: Solid line depicts the average flexion angles of Hip (top) and Knee (bottom) normalized 
based on percentage gait cycle. The dotted line shows their respective two standard deviation band.   
 
Figure 4.16: Solid line depicts the average normalize GRF of Back (top), Mid (Middle) and Front 
(bottom) normalized based on percentage gait cycle. The dotted line shows their respective two standard 
deviation band.   
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Fig 4.17 shows that the result of the gait period detector on a test data of 
normal walking on a treadmill at 1 km/h. It could be observed that the gait 
periods transits sequentially in the correct order. Fig 4.18 shows the output of 
each GMM of the gait period detector. It could be seen that the probability of 
being in a particular gait period was high at its respective range of the gait 
cycle, indicating that each GMM recognizes their respective period during 
walking.  
 
Figure 4.17: A segment of the result of the gait period detector based of 1 km/h walking on treadmill. 
The top and center graphs show the angle and GRF measurements respectively. The bottom graph 
depicts the output of the Gait Phase Detector. Periods are labelled as follows, Early Stance = 1, Mid 




Figure 4.18: The estimated probability of each gait period 
Next, to determine if the gait period detector can effectively detect the timing 
of each gait period correctly, the transition time between each period for all 
the test data was computed and compared to the gait period transition timing 
of a typical CGA (Table 4.6). The results show that transition timings are 
within reasonable bounds (< 3%) to the results of a normal CGA. One 
exception is the Early Stance to Mid Stance transition which is appears to be 
consistently larger by 5.2%.  
Table 4.6: Average transition percentages for gait period detector 




1 to 2 12 17.2 ± 4.03 
2 to 3 50 50.3 ± 2.69 
3 to 4 62 60.0 ± 3.87 
4 to 5 75 72.7 ± 4.04 
5 to 6 85 87.3 ± 2.30 
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Functional Assistive Force  
Table 4.7 shows the calibrated impedance parameters for each period. These 
parameters are fixed and implemented during the assisted walking trial.  

















   
(deg) 
Early Stance 0.4 0.04 0 0.2 0.02 -5 
Mid Stance 0 0 0 0.4 0.04 -5 
Late Stance 0.4 0.04 30 0 0 0 
Early Swing 0.4 0.04 30 0.4 0.04 50 
Mid Swing 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Late Swing 0.4 0.04 0 0.2 0.02 0 
 
Fig 4.19 shows a segment of the data recorded during the assisted walking 
trial. The top graph shows the periods estimated by the gait period detector. It 
is observed that the implementation of assistive force have some effects on the 
transition of the gait period detector. Overall, the periods transits sequentially 
in increasing order. However, transitions to Mid Stance are skipped in 20.0% 
of the gait cycles recorded. In these gait cycles, the gait period detector transits 
from Early Stance to Late Stance directly. In addition, rapid transitions 
between Late and Mid Stance are observed in 15.0% of the gait cycles 
recorded. Nonetheless, subject remains comfortable with the assistance 
provided. This could be attributed to the smoothed change of force by the 
sigmoid fading function even during rapid switching of states. 
The second and third graphs indicate the joint angles and GRF respectively. 
Generally, the data are periodic with minor cycle to cycle variation. When 
compared to unassisted condition, the trajectory of the hip is not as smooth 
especially during periods with addition of assistive force. This is attributed to 
the compliant of the attachment between the human and device. Since the user 
is mainly pushing the device at during periods without assistive torques, while 
the addition of assistive force makes the device push the user instead.  
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Finally, the last two graphs show the assistive torque provided by the LEAD at 
the hip and knee joint. The assistive forces are smooth and continuous. It can 
be seen that the LEAD generate flexion and extension torques at the hip 
appropriately based on the Gait Phase Detector. Peak flexion and extension 
assistive torque of the hip averaged about 18 Nm and 10 Nm respectively. 
These correspond to 35.7% and 19.8% of the respective peak hip flexion and 
extension torque of the subject during normal level walking based on the 
subject’s weight and CGA data. Assistive flexion and extension torque at the 
knee could also be observed to aid in walking. From the graph, assistive 
flexion torque at the knee could be seen during Early Swing to aid in the 
subject’s knee flexion. Moreover, an overall extension torque was generated 
during Early Stance and Mid Stance which aids the subject in weight bearing. 
 
Figure 4.19: LEAD in assistance mode 
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Fig. 4.20 shows the change of the subject’s heart rate with time under each of 
the three conditions. In the first three minutes, the heart rates for all three 
conditions are much similar. After which, the heart rate of the unassisted 
condition starts to increase and stabilize after five minutes of walking. The 
heart rate under the free condition appears to be relatively flat with a gentle 
upward sloop throughout the entire walking trial. In the assisted condition, the 
heart rates remain similar to the free condition until about seven minutes, 
when the heart rate starts decreasing and stabilized at a lower rate after nine 
minutes of walking.  
 
Figure 4.20: Heart rate, in terms of beats per minute (bpm), during walking trials under different 
conditions 
Table 4.8 list the average and standard deviation of heart rate under different 
conditions. Only the heart rates after the first five minutes are taken for the 
walking trials to eliminate transient effects. The baseline heart rate was 





Table 4.8: Average and standard deviation of heart rate under different conditions 
Condition Heart Rate (bpm) 
Unassisted 90.9 ± 4.7 
Assisted 64.4 ± 5.6 
Free 73.6 ± 4.5 
Baseline 62.8 ± 2.0 
 
The heart rate of walking under unassisted condition is found to be 
significantly higher (p < 0.05) than the heart rate of walking under the free 
condition. This is not unexpected, since the LEAD adds additional weight to 
the leg and it was found that net metabolic rate during walking increased with 
leg-load magnitude and more distal leg-load location [34].  In addition, the 
user must exert addition effort to overcome the residual friction due to the 
conservative friction model used.    
The heart rate of walking under assisted condition is found to be significantly 
lower (p < 0.05) than the heart rate of walking under the unassisted condition. 
This indicates that the user benefited from purposed controller in walking, as 
less effort is required to walk under the same condition of wearing the LEAD. 
Surprisingly, the heart rate of walking under assisted condition is found to be 
significantly lower (p < 0.05) than the heart rate of walking in the free 
condition. This shows that the assistive provided by the proposed method 
outweighs the detrimental effects of walking with the device. This is as oppose 
to the results obtained in [32] and [86]. In [32], the MIT quasi-passive 
exoskeleton found an increase metabolism of 32% during assisted walking as 
compared to control. In [86],  a 60% increase of energy consumption was 
found when the HULC was worn as compared with the control condition.  
In order to further validate the efficiency of the proposed method, the 
experiment was repeated on more subjects. Three additional healthy subjects 
(two male, one female, age 27 ± 1.0 years, weight 54.7 ± 1.5 kg, and height 
1.68 ± 0.04 m) were recruited in this study. None of them have previously 
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shown any orthopedic or neurological disorders, and all participants signed a 
consent form before conducting each experiment. 
 
Figure 4.21: The hip (blue) and knee (red) joint angle and assistive joint torque in terms of percentage 
gait. All plots show 1 standard deviations in lighter colored bands 
Fig 4.21 shows joint trajectories and assistive joint torque provide during the 
assisted configuration of the experiment. The assistive torque generated at the 
joints is observed to be synchronous with the gait cycle of each individual. 
Assistive hip flexion torque is observed for all subjects during the gait cycle 
which correspond to late stance and early swing phase. Assistive hip extension 
torque is observed at late swing and early stance phase.  
 
Figure 4.22: Boxplots of heart rate values of 3 healthy subjects measured under the four configurations 
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The heart rates of the subjects during the last 10 minutes under each trial 
configuration are shown in Fig 4.22. The heart rate results obtained from 
subject 2 are inconclusive across the three walking conditions as they are all 
statistically similar.  
For subject 1 and 3, the heart rate under unassisted condition was found to be 
significantly higher than the heart rate under the free condition. These results 
are similar to the results obtained from our original subject and the increased 
physical exertion was attributed to the additional weight and movement 
constrain due to the device. 
In addition, similar to the original subject, the heart rate under assisted 
condition was found to be lower than the heart rate under the unassisted 
condition for subject 1 and 3. This indicates that both subjects have benefited 
from purposed controller during walking. 
When the heart rate under assisted condition to the heart rate in the free 
condition was compared, subject 1’s heart rate under assisted condition was 
found to be lower than the heart rate under free walking, while subject 3’s 
heart rate under both conditions are statistically similar. The result of subject 1 
is similar to the original subject, which indicates that the assistance provided 
by the device is able to offset the detrimental effects of walking with it. For 
subject 3, the assistance provided by the proposed controller was shown to be 
able to aid in the walking task. Nonetheless, the assistance is insufficient to 
compensate for the negative effects of walking with the device. Yet, even if 
the energy exertion is similar to free walking, users with weaken muscles may 
still benefit from the functional task based assistance to walk normally.  
Limitations do exist in this study. Firstly, heart rate is affected by other factors 
such as oxygen uptake and anxiety or anticipation [87]. However, at steady-
state submaximal workloads, like walking, heart rate is considered as a 
reliable measuring energy expenditure [87]. Next, the walking trials in this 
study are at limited to 1 km/h, which is well below the average walking speed 
of 5.0 km/h [88]. Free walking with speeds less than the individual preferred 
walking speed lead to higher energy consumption [89]. Nonetheless, the 
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LEAD under the proposed method has shown that it can effectively assist a 
human user in walking at speed of 1km/h.  
4.3 Summary 
In this chapter, we have presented two different assist controllers to assist in 
non-cyclical and cyclic motion tasks, namely the gravity compensation 
assistance and the gait period based assistance.  
Under the gravity compensation assistance, a simplified human model is 
presented to determine the amount of gravitational torques required at each 
joint. Next, a method of control which considers the weight distribution as 
well as the required gravitational torque for assistance is introduced and 
implemented on the LEAD. Experiments show that the proposed gravity 
compensation assistance reduces the muscle effort of the user for similar tasks. 
Hence, it is capable of assisting the user.  
For the gait period based assistance, we discussed the functional importance of 
each gait period during walking. Then, a method of detecting the current gait 
period of the leg using GMM was proposed. The gait period detector was 
trained and validated on a subject. Subsequently, function assistive force was 
added to each period and experiments have shown that the proposed method 
can assist the user in walking. Repeated experiments done on additional 
subjects indicate that the proposed method aid in walking task. However, the 
benefits the assistance controller provides may not offset the negative impacts 




Motion Intent Classifier 
5.1 Introduction 
In the previous chapter, algorithm of assistance controller for each motion task 
has been described and implemented of the LEAD. The assistance controllers 
have been shown to be effective on a subject for its respective motion task. 
Nonetheless, the device must be in the appropriate assistance mode in order to 
provide the intended assistance. While a manual trigger could be implemented 
for the user to switch between motion states, this method of control is not 
intuitive to the user.  
Therefore, in this chapter, a motion intent recognition method to detect the 
motion intention of user is proposed. The control architecture of the LEAD 
with a supervisory motion intent classifier is first presented. Then, a reduce set 
of features extracted from a LEAD with a subject performing various motion 
task are used to train the Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) classifiers. Next, a 
suitable GMM configuration for each motion class is selected by a finite 
search over a range of parameters. Finally, the effectiveness of the Motion 
Intent Classifier is shown by a series of offline test. The Motion Intent 
Classifier is be able to infer the user’s intention based on the sensor data of the 
LEAD, and switch to the correct motion state for the activation of the correct 
assistance controller. 
In the recent years, some research efforts towards intent based detection using 
the user’s kinetic and kinematic information have been made. Commercial 
available exoskeletons for mobility, for example the ReWalk [4] and the Esko 
[14] utilizes sensors on the crutches and exoskeleton device to detect user 
intention. However, their method of intention detection is not made known to 
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the public. To our knowledge, no literature was published that addresses the 
issue of transition between different motion states for an assistive device.  
If we looked into the field of biomedical, it is known that the central nervous 
system (CNS) generates anticipatory postural adjustments (APAs) which act 
to stabilize supporting body segments prior to movement [90]. APAs have 
been mainly detected using EMG, stabilometers and motion-analysis systems 
[91]. APAs were used to evaluate the progress of patients with neurological 
disorders [92] or stroke [93].  
In this work, we propose a supervisory controller which autonomously detects 
the intended motion state of the user using only sensors onboard the LEAD. 
The purpose of this supervisory controller is to detect the correct motion state 
to administer the proper assistive controller for that particular motion state.  
5.2 Methodology 
5.2.1 Control Architecture  
The control architecture of the LEAD is shown in Fig 5.1. At the joint level, 
the torque controller utilizes a closed-loop proportional-integral (PI) current 
control to track a desired torque input provided by a sub-state controller. The 
sub-state controller, which was covered in the previous chapter, determines the 
magnitude and direction of the desired torque for each joint based on the 
current motion state and the sensor information.  
In this chapter, we focus on the supervisory level, where a Motion Intent 
Classifier determines which motion state the user is in based on the sensor 
readings of the assistive device so as to switch to the appropriate sub-state 
controller for effective motion assistance. In addition, the Motion Intent 
Classifier must be simple enough for real-time implementation on the assistive 
device. The following sections focus on the construction of the Motion Intent 
Classifier using Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM) to distinguish between the 




Figure 5.1: Control Architecture of the LEAD 
5.2.2 Training Data Acquisition  
To train the classifier, a subject was recruited and asked to perform a series of 
motion trials as listed in Table 5.1 while wearing the LEAD. The subject in 
this study is a 28 years old male with no known medical condition. His height 
and weight are 171 cm and 65 kg respectively.  
Table 5.1: List of Motion Trials 
Task Number of Trials Duration (s) 
Steady State Motion 
Sit 10 5 
Stand 10 5 
Stand with sway 5 30 
Walking at 1km/h 5 30 
Transient Motion 
Sit to Stand 10 N.A. 
Stand to Sit 10 N.A. 
 
The trials are split into steady state motion and transient motion for class 
labeling purposes. The motions under steady state consist of motion tasks 
which are static, for example, sit and stand, or repetitive, such as walking. As 
sit and stand are static trials, the subject was asked to reposition the leg after 
each trial by performing a few squats before returning to the task of interest. 
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This aids in capturing a wider range of possible sensor values for the given 
task to account for the compliance between the human and device interface.  
The stand with sway motion trial was included to take into account the shifting 
of the user’s body weight during normal standing. During the stand with sway 
motion trial, the subject was asked to shift his weight from side to side at a 
rate of approximately 1 Hz.  A digital metronome was used to provide audio 
feedback to the subject for maintenance of pace. The labeling of steady state 
motion is straight forward as all the data captured during the motion trial 
belongs to that particular class.  
Sit-to-stand and stand-to-sit trials are considered transient, since the data 
recorded from the trials start and end in different steady state motions, with 
only the data during the transition belonging to that particular transient motion 
class. Therefore, a different class labeling method for these transiting motion 
trials was proposed. Firstly, classifiers for all the steady state motion will be 
built and used for classification of transient trials. The data collect which are 
classified as steady state motion are removed from the data set, and the 
remaining vectors in the feature space are labeled as the transient class for that 
trial. Fig 5.2 provides a pictorial representation of the transient class labeling 
method used.  
 
Figure 5.2: Class labeling for features in transient motion class 
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During the data capturing process, the LEAD is controlled under friction 
compensation mode to minimize its influence on the subject’s motion. Five 
signals are recorded during the trials. They include the flexion angles of the 
hip and knee joints, and the GRF sensor readings from the first and fourth 
metatarsal, and the calcaneus positions, which are referred to as front, mid and 
back GRF respectively. All the data are recorded at the rate of 500 Hz.  
5.2.3 Signal Preprocessing and Feature Extraction 
From the five sensor data, the derivative of each sensor reading is obtained by 
taking the difference between the current and previous readings to fulfill 
causality criteria during actual implementation. To reduce the effect of noise 
during differentiation, the readings are passed through a digital 4
th
 order 
Butterworth low pass filter with a cutoff frequency of 4 Hz before taking its 
derivative.  
Taking into account the values of all available data results in a total of 10 
features, namely, hip position and velocity, knee position and velocity, back 
GRF, mid GRF, front GRF and the rate of change of all the GRFs. The 
features were normalized based on the mean and standard deviation for each 
feature to produce features with zero-mean and unit-variance in order to 
minimize issues with disproportional scaling during machine learning [94].  
For static trials, the feature vector is expected to maintain relatively constant. 
Hence, the feature vectors are randomly selected from each static trial. For 
dynamic tasks, like walking and sit-to-stand, feature vector selected should 
cover the entire space of the motion state for better classification results. For 
walking, the feature vector at every 0.5 percentage gait cycle is recorded. The 
percentage gait cycle is computed based on the time period across two 
consecutive heel strike events, detected based on the crossing of a 
predetermined threshold of back GRF sensor. For transient motions, feature 
vectors for every sample are selected.  
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5.2.4 Dimension Reduction 
To reduce the computation speed for real-time implementation of the motion 
intent classifier, the feature vector dimension must be kept small. In order to 
reduce the overall dimension of the feature vector, principle component 
analysis (PCA) [95] is applied to the entire set of feature data collected. The 
PCA transformations represent a high-dimensional data in such a way that the 
first principal component has the largest possible variance, and each 
succeeding component has the highest variance under the constraint that it is 
orthogonal to the preceding components.  
5.2.5 Motion Intent Classifier using Gaussian Mixture 
Model (GMM) 
The motion intent classifier uses similar Gaussian Mixture Model, as 
mentioned in the previous chapter for gait phase detection, to assess the 
probability of the user in each motion state. However, as opposed to the gait 
phase detector which considers the highest probability as the current gait 
phase, the motion intent classifier utilizes a state transition diagram, shown in 
Fig. 5.3, as a guide for possible motion transitions.  The condition for 




Figure 5.3: State transition diagram of Motion Intent Classifier with their corresponding state number 
Firstly, a GMM is constructed for each motion state,    , where the subscript k 
refers to the GMM of the k
th
 motion state. Recall from Subsection 4.2.3, the 
probability of being in a motion state,   , for a given set of D-dimensional 
sensor measurement, x, is written as,  
  ( |     ∑  
  ( |  
    
  
 
   
  (5.1)  
where  
         , are the mixture weights for the kth GMM, and 
 ( |  
    
 )        , are the component Gaussian densities for the kth 
GMM.  
Given the training features data and GMM configuration, the Expectation 
Maximization (EM) [83] algorithm is used to find the Maximum Likelihood 
(ML) estimates of the parameters of each GMM.  
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Then, the output,     for each GMM is given as, 
    {
      ( |      
      ( |      
 (5.2)  
where    is the decision boundary for the classifier of the k
th
 motion state. 
The decision boundary     is determined by an exhaustive search in (     
which yields the best evaluation score. The most commonly used evaluation 
method, accuracy [94], does not distinguish between the numbers of correct 
labels of different classes. Moreover, the imbalance number of data sets for 
each label may skew the accuracy score. Therefore, in this study, the balanced 
accuracy [96] was used as the evaluation score instead. It is given as, 
                   
                       
 
 (5.3)  
with, 
             
  
     
 (5.4)  
and, 
 
            
  
     
 
(5.5)  
where tp is the number of true positive, fp is the number of false positive, fn is 
the number of false  negative, and tn is the number of true negative counts. 
The motion state transition conditions are based on the outputs of all the 
GMM as listed in Table 5.2. The subscript of each GMM output corresponds 
to its respective motion state number where sit = 1, sit-to-stand = 2, stand-to-
sit = 3, stand = 4, and walk = 5.  
Table 5.2: Motion State Transition Conditions 
Transition Condition 
t1               
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t2      
t3               
t4       
t5      
t6      
t7               
t8               
 
5.2.6 GMM Configuration Selection  
For each GMM there are 2 parameters that may affect the accuracy of the 
classifier, namely the number of GMM components applied and the number of 
principle components used. A GMM with insufficient number of components 
gives an over-simplified model, while an excessive number of components 
will over-fit the training data and will not generalize well to new examples. 
Same could be said for the number of input data dimensions.  
Therefore, in order to find the best configuration of each GMM, the GMM 
configuration for each motion state was varied over a finite search space, and a 
ten-fold cross validation procedure [94] was performed for each possible 
configuration. In a ten-fold cross validation (Fig 5.4), the data set was 
randomly partitioned into ten equal size subsamples with relatively similar 
class composition. Of the ten subsamples, nine were used to train the classifier 
while the last remaining subsample was used to evaluate the performance of 
the classifier. This process was repeated for ten-times until each subsample 
were used exactly once for evaluation. The performance result of the specific 




Figure 5.4: Ten-fold cross validation procedure 
5.3 Results and Discussions 
5.3.1 PCA Results for Steady State Motion 
The result of the normalized reduced data set for steady state motion (sit, stand 
and walk) is depicted in Fig. 5.5. Only the first three principle components 
were shown for visualization purposes. From Fig. 5.5, looking at the plot of 
PC1 against PC3, it could be clearly seen that three principle components will 
be sufficient to effectively distinguish sit motion from the other two motions 
as its data set is isolated from the other classes. The boundaries between stand 
and walk are less obvious, thus we would expect to use a higher dimensional 




Figure 5.5: First three principle components of the reduced features data for all states which have steady 
state motion  
5.3.2 GMM Configuration Selection for Steady State 
Motion 
Fig 5.6 shows the evaluation result of each GMM classifier for steady state 
motion under different configurations. In sit and stand state, the number of 
GMM components was varied from 1 to 10 and the number of principle 
components ranges from 3 to 5 dimensions. For walking  motion state, the 
number of GMM components was varied from 1 to 20 instead, as it is 
observed that the evaluation score is still rising at 10 GMM components which 
indicates that higher model complexity [97] can better model this motion state.  
For sit motion, the result shows that good classification results could be 
achieved by only using the first 3 principle components. This is consistent 
with the observations made during the visualization of the reduced features 
data. It is found that increasing the number of principle components decreases 
classification performance. In addition, it is observed that lower number of 
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GMM components tends to perform better than higher number of GMM 
components.  
In stand motion, the GMM configurations with 4 or 5 principle components is 
found to perform better than GMM configuration with using only 3 principle 
components. It is observed that increasing GMM components generally 
increases evaluation score. However, the benefit quickly tapers off after 3 
GMM components for the case of 4 and 5 dimensions, and after 7 GMM 
components for the case of 3 dimensions.  
Under walking motion, we can see that low number of GMM components is 
insufficient to model the classifier based on the evaluation score. Evaluation 
score improve rapidly with increasing number of GMM components and the 
improvement tapers off at about 14 GMM components. On the whole, under 
the same number of GMM components, 4 dimension classifiers perform better 
and marginally better than 3 dimension and 5 dimension classifiers 
respectively. 
 




From the results, the GMM configurations which yield the best evaluation 
score for each motion state was selected, as shown in Table 5.3. As compared 
to our previous work in [80] which utilizes support vector machines (SVM) 
with radial basis function kernel, the GMM classifier is much less 
computationally expensive and hence feasible for real-time implementation.  
Table 5.3: Chosen GMM configuration for steady state motion 
Motion PCA Dimension GMM Components 
SIT 3 3 
STAND 4 3 
WALK 4 18 
 
The confusion matrix derived from the chosen GMM configuration is shown 
in Table 5.4. The diagonal of the matrix shows the average correct 
classification rate over the ten-fold cross validation group, while off-diagonal 
values indicate the average misclassification results. Stand motion were 
separated into static and sway to provide more insight in the misclassification 
rate.  
The GMM classifiers for sit and stand states could accurately identify their 
respective motion (> 97%). Most error is seen between walking to standing 
with sway. The average accuracy of the walking classifier is at 90.3%, and 
most of its confusion occurs with stand with sway motion state.  
Table 5.4: Confusion matrix of classification for steady states motion 
  Estimated State 









Sit 99.46% 0.00% 0.00% 
Stand (static) 0.00% 99.24% 1.88% 
 (with sway) 0.00% 97.02% 8.50% 
Walking 
0.00% 3.58% 90.27% 
 
5.3.3 Class Labeling for Transient Motion Task 
After the steady state motion classifiers are trained, the feature vectors for the 
transient task could be determined as those unclassified data during a transient 
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motion trial. Fig 5.7 shows an example of a steady state motion classification 
used on a sit to stand motion trial. The data which are classified as steady state 
motions are removed from the set, and the remaining unclassified data are 
labeled as the transient motion.  
 
Figure 5.7: Steady State Motion Class Labeling for Sit to Stand Motion, where Motion State are indexed 
as follows, Unclassified state = 0, Sit = 1, and Stand = 4 
5.3.4 GMM Configuration Selection for Transient Motion 
Similar to the steady state, the number of GMM components for each transient 
motion classifier is varied from 1 to 10 for different number of principle 
components ranging from 3 to 5 dimensions. From Fig. 5.8, it could be clearly 
seen that evaluation score peaked at about 3 to 5 GMM components for both 
transient motion states. Table 5.5 shows the selected GMM configurations 




Figure 5.8: Evaluation score of GMM classifier for transient motions under different configurations 
 
Table 5.5: Chosen GMM Configuration for Transient State Motion 
Motion PCA Dimension GMM Components 
SIT to STAND 3 4 
STAND to SIT 5 3 
 
Table 5.6 shows the resulting confusion matrix for all motion classifiers with 
their respective configuration. The GMM classifiers are able to accurately 
identify their respective motion (> 90%). Note that misclassification rate to 
transient motion while the user is in sit and stand state is large as well. At first 
glance, this classifier may be deemed infeasible. However, considering the 
state transition diagram and conditions, the steady state motion classifiers take 
precedence over the transient motion classifiers. Hence, only 
misclassifications in sit and stand while the user is in sit-to-stand or stand-to-
sit are considered. From the table, the occurrences of these misclassifications 
are rare (> 0.4%). 
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Table 5.6: Confusion Matrix in all Motion Classification 
 
Estimated State 















99.30% 0.00% 0.00% 43.96% 89.82% 
Stand 
(static) 
0.00% 99.44% 0.13% 44.96% 24.16% 
(with sway) 
0.00% 97.16% 9.62% 2.93% 0.07% 
Walking 
 
0.00% 4.51% 90.85% 0.80% 0.24% 
Sit-to-
Stand  
0.00% 0.26% 0.13% 94.82% 7.34% 
Stand-
to-Sit  
0.02% 0.40% 9.62% 11.92% 91.19% 
 
5.3.5 Implementation Results 
To evaluate the feasibility of the motion intent classifier in identifying the 
user’s motion state, the trained classifier algorithm was tested on test data 
collected on the subject while performing a series of consecutive motion tasks 
with the LEAD. The first task aims to see the classifiers results for sit and 
stand transition while the second task aims to evaluate the stand and walk 
transitions.  
For the first task, the subject starts from a stand position and proceed to sit on 
a chair. While in sitting position, the subject was asked to stand up again. For 
each position, the subject was asked to maintain for approximately five 
seconds before transiting to ensure that enough time was given to subject to 
stabilize within the motion. For the next task, the subject starts from standing 
position on a treadmill before proceeding to walk on the treadmill whose 
speed was linearly increase to 1 km/h over 5 seconds. After 10 seconds of 
walking, the speed of the treadmill was brought to stop over a period of 5 
seconds, and the subject return to standing motion. Both tasks were repeated 




Figure 5.9: Motion Intention Classifier result for Sit and Stand Transition 
Fig. 5.9 shows the results of 2 repetitions of sit and stand transition. The result 
shows that the Motion Intent Classifier can effectively recognize the motion 
intent of the user for this particular task. However, rapid state switch could be 
observed, as shown in the second stand to sit motion, in 4 out of the 10 
repetitions.  And they occur at the boundaries of the transition between steady 
state motions to transient motions. Therefore, to avoid this rapid state change, 
a minimum time limit of 0.5 second for motion state before any possible 
transition could be imposed on the device. 




Figure 5.10: Motion Intention Classifier results for Stand to Walk Transition 
Fig. 5.10 shows the results of a stand and walk transition. From Fig. 5.10(a), 
the Motion Intent Classifier is shown to be able effectively recognizes and 
Stand and Walk Transition 





transit between stand and walk motion correctly.  Nonetheless, the proposed 
method is not without its flaws. Fig. 5.10(b) shows an example where the 
walking state was misclassified as a stand state at certain periods of the gait 
cycle. It is observed that these misclassifications occur during the mid-stance 
period of the gait cycle. However, the misclassification is not expected to have 
much effect on the user as the assistance provided by the device during mid-
stance and stand states are similar.  
5.4 Summary 
In this chapter, we proposed a Motion Intent Classifier to determine the 
intended motion of the user while wearing the LEAD. It uses GMM classifiers 
and a state transition diagram to make decisions on the user’s intention. The 
GMM configurations which yield the best evaluation score for each motion 
state was found and the simplicity of the configurations makes it possible for 
real-time implementation. The application of the Motion Intent Classifier on 
test data collected on a healthy subject performing a series of task shows that it 
is capable to correctly switch between motion states. Although some rapid 
switching is observed at the transition points, a minimum time before 






Conclusion and Recommendations 
for Future Works 
This thesis concerns a design and control methodology of a lower extremity 
assistive device (LEAD).  In particular, we focus on developing a portable 
wearable device which can be intuitively controlled by the user and provides 
assistance that is coherent to the user’s motion.   
6.1 Summary of Contributions 
Chapter 3 describes the development of the LEAD to assist in gait training and 
ADLs.  The LEAD serves as both a platform to acquire user motion data and 
to test out the feasibility of the proposed control schemes.  Furthermore, to 
improve the transparency of the device during motion acquisition, a friction 
compensation scheme based on the exponential friction model was presented 
and implemented with significant reduction in joint friction.  Kinematic data 
captured from a user walking with the LEAD correlates well with the 
biomechanical data during normal walking. 
In Chapter 4, rational of two different methods of assistance for the different 
types of motion was discussed.  Then, the two methods of assistance, namely 
gravity compensation and gait period based assistance, which are used to assist 
in transient and cyclic motion task respectively are presented.  For the gravity 
compensation scheme, a simplified human model was presented and used to 
derive the assistive torque.  The advantage of this approach is that the user 
retains autonomy in motion while necessary support against gravity is 
provided.  Experimental results have shown that the proposed method reduces 
muscle effort for given tasks.  Under gait phase based assistance, a method to 
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construct the gait period detector using GMM was given.  The gait period 
detector was shown to be able to detect the current gait period of the user.  The 
addition of an impedance-based functional assistive force in each period has 
shown to reduce the physical exertion of the user in walking task based on the 
heart rate data collected.  These results are of considerable importance since 
they show the feasibility of employing the proposed assistance methods to 
their respective motion.  
Chapter 5 describes a method to allow intuitive control of a lower extremity 
assistive device, namely the Motion Intent Classifier.  This method aims to 
removes the need of a manual trigger for the user to switch between motion 
states.  It is able to detect the intended motion state of the user automatically in 
real-time in order to switch to the correct assistance mode by using a group of 
GMM classifiers and a state transition diagram.  Features from sensors on the 
LEAD were extracted and PCA was used to reduce the dimension of the data.  
The configuration of each GMM classifier was found based on an exhaustive 
search within the finite parameter space and implemented on test data.  The 
results show that the Motion Intent Classifier is able to switch correctly 
between motion states.  The results fuel the possibility of incorporating the 
proposed methods into the LEAD to realize a functioning device which can 
detect the user’s intended motion and assist accordingly. 
6.2 Recommendations for Future Work 
Based on the work done in this thesis, the followings are some possible 
directions for future research work.  
Trials on actual stroke subject remains to be done.  While the proposed 
methods have been shown to be effective on healthy subject, more study is 
needed to validate the effectiveness of the proposed method on actual stroke 
patients. Carefully designed experimental protocol will be needed as 
evaluation criteria changes. Improvement in the rate and extend of recovery 
while using the proposed device remains to be found.  
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Currently, the type of motion the device could detect is limited.  To improve 
the versatility of the assistive device, automatic transition and assistance to 
other motion types, like ascent and descent of slopes and stairs, could be 
explored.  Our preliminary studies on classification of different terrain using 
the current setup have shown limitations in differentiating tasks which have 
similar characteristics for a single leg.  For example, the features collected at 
certain phase of stairs ascent were found to be similar to standing.  Thus, this 
method could be expanded to include additional features from the sound leg.  
However, an expansion to a dual leg version of the LEAD may not be 
necessary as it would unnecessarily encumber the unaffected leg.  It will be 
interesting to explore a method to effectively differentiate these motions with 
minimal sensing on the unaffected leg.  
In this thesis, the impedance parameters for the functional assistive force are 
fixed at a constant value with the walking speed held constant at 1 km/h.  
Although this proposed method have shown to aid in walking at the given 
speed, the level of assistance maybe insufficient with increased speed as gait 
parameters was found to vary with walking speed [98].  Therefore, a method 
to modulate the impedance parameters at different speed of walking for 
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